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Abstract  

Since digital media entered the business domain, many different tools and platforms have transformed 

the nature of business communications. This transformation has not been easy, since the journey has 

been accompanied by challenges from the marketers’ side against the adoption of the new platforms 

into the firm’s communication channels. Business to business marketers have also been engaged in 

such challenges by maintaining a slow adoption, which has motivated the researchers to study the 

adoption of different means and tools of digital communication in a business context. 

Through this research, I contribute by exploring the adoption strategies of digital platforms in the B2B 

supply chain including B2B firms, retailers and end users. By digital media, I mainly refer to social 

media and beacon technology. First, I begin this thesis by identifying the adoption and integration 

strategies of social media and digital marketing into traditional marketing channels in a B2B context. 

In this part, I identify the B2B firms’ target audience and propose a model facilitating a B2B firm’s 

practical social media adoption strategies. 

Second, to explore the benefits of different social media content sharing approaches derived from 

information accessibility resulted in the prior study of this thesis, I introduce and examine Public and 

Gated-Content sharing approaches. Thereafter, assisted by Social Power Theory and Resource 

Dependence Theory, I examine the effect of Public and Gated-Content sharing approaches on the 

target audience’s willingness to interact with the firm. The findings of this study reveal that Gated-

Content approach can help the firms build closer relationship with the target audience and engage 

them in a co-creation process. 

Third, by studying proximity marketing through the adoption of beacon technology in the retail 

context, I explore the current methods of usage, as well as the benefits and challenges of in-store 

proximity marketing adoption for content sharing purposes. I complete the thesis by presenting the 

different challenges of such adoption, which consist technical, human behavior, managerial perception, 

resource and privacy factors. Finally, I identify the need to integrate the physical aspect of place and 

location back again into the online digital communication channels within a retail context. 
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Sammanfattning  

Sedan digitala medier gjorde sitt inträde på företagsområdet har många olika verktyg och plattformar 

förvandlat företagskommunikationens karaktär. Denna omdaning har inte varit enkel eftersom resan 

åtföljts av utmaningar från marknadsförarnas sida mot införandet av de nya plattformarna i företagets 

kommunikationskanaler. Marknadsförare inom handel mellan företag har också varit engagerade i 

sådana utmaningar genom att upprätthålla ett långsamt införande, vilket har motiverat forskarna att 

studera införandet av olika medel och verktyg för digital kommunikation i ett företagssammanhang. 

Med denna forskning bidrar jag genom att utforska införandestrategierna för digitala plattformar i 

B2B-leveranskedjan (handel mellan företag), inklusive B2B-företag, detaljhandlare och slutanvändare. 

Med digitala medier avser jag främst sociala medier och beacon-teknik. Jag inleder denna avhandling 

med att identifiera strategierna för att införa och integrera sociala medier och digital marknadsföring i 

traditionella marknadsföringskanaler i ett B2B-sammanhang. I den här delen identifierar jag B2B-

företagens målgrupp och föreslår en modell som underlättar ett B2B-företags strategier för det 

praktiska införandet av sociala medier. 

Som ett andra steg utforskar jag fördelarna med olika metoder för innehållsdelning i sociala medier, 

härledda från informationens tillgänglighet enligt den tidigare studien i denna avhandling, genom att 

presentera och undersöka metoder för delning av publikt innehåll (Public Content) och skyddat 

innehåll (Gated Content). Därefter undersöker jag, med hjälp av teorin om social makt och teorin om 

resursberoende, effekterna av metoder för delning av publikt och skyddat innehåll på målgruppens 

villighet att interagera med företaget. Resultaten från denna studie avslöjar att metoden med skyddat 

innehåll kan hjälpa företagen att skapa en närmare relation med målgruppen och få den engagerad i 

den gemensamma skapandeprocessen. 

Som ett tredje steg studerar jag Proximity Marketing (hyperlokal marknadsföring) genom införandet 

av beacon-teknik inom detaljhandeln, för att utforska de aktuella metoderna för användning samt 

fördelarna och utmaningarna med införande av Proximity Marketing för innehållsdelning i butiker. Jag 

avslutar denna avhandling med att redogöra för de olika utmaningarna för ett sådant införande, 

bestående av faktorer som rör teknik, mänskligt beteende, ledningens perception, resurser och 
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integritet. Slutligen identifierar jag behovet av att åter integrera de fysiska aspekterna plats och läge i 

onlinekanalerna för digital kommunikation inom detaljhandeln. 

 

Nyckelord: digital marknadsföring, sociala medier, innehållsdelning, handel mellan företag (B2B), 

marknadskommunikation, Proximity Marketing, Bluetooth beacon-teknik, detaljhandlare  
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1. Introduction  

Since the advent of internet, new inventions and phenomena with specific features and characteristics 

have emerged in human life. Earlier Web 1.0, web 2.0, e-commerce, mobile-commerce, and nowadays 

social media and mobile marketing have altered people’s life significantly. Social media and mobile 

marketing regarded as two categories of digital marketing (Harvard Business School, 2010; Wymbs, 

2011) have influenced life’s quality, speed, shape and path. They have altered the earlier lifestyle from 

using snail mail and land-line phones to countless digital means of communication.  

Digital marketing is defined as online channels, formed by “the range of access platforms and 

communication tools” (Wymbs, 2011, p.95). Such online channels utilized by marketers help in 

developing relationships with customers (ibid). Digital marketing consists of different sub-categories 

such as social networking, online communities, viral marketing, wikis, and blogs, as well as mobile 

marketing (Harvard Business School, 2010; Wymbs, 2011). Weinberg and Pehlivan, (2011) refer to 

social networks, online communities, wikis, blogs and micro-blog as social media. Thus, this research 

focuses on social media and mobile marketing as the two components of digital marketing. Social 

media marketing is considered as one of the several sub-categories of digital marketing with the same 

strategies. However, digital marketing strategies go beyond social media marketing as they also 

encompass mobile marketing (Harvard Business School, 2010; Wymbs, 2011).         

Social media, built on the foundations of web 2.0, is based on the fundamentals of interaction and 

social exchange theory (Emerson, 1976). Initially designed for individuals (Schaffer, 2013), the medium 

entered the business sphere, gaining marketers’ attention substantially, to track, data mine, and analyze 

conversation on their brand, or the topic of interest (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010; Kietzmann, Hermkens, 

McCarthy & Silvestre, 2011; Kaplan & Haenlein, 2012). The usage of social media within the business 

context includes consumer relationship management, consumer trust and consumer loyalty (Lacka & 

Chong, 2016). The benefits of social media appear to be more recognized by B2C marketers, resulting 

in an increased adoption to support marketing strategies, compared to business to business (B2B) 

marketers who have a slower adoption pace (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010; Swani, Brown & Milne, 2014). 
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Researchers consider the future of digital marketing to be highly dependent on following the 

customers’ location (Wymbs, 2011). This is due to the trends indicating that customers have become 

more mobile and social (ibid). Wymbs (2011, p.95) emphasizes the key success factors of future 

marketing through mobile marketing, by getting the desired information to the customers “when they 

want it and where they need it and avoid providing irrelevant informational clutter.”  

Proximity marketing is a major approach to fulfill Wymbs’ (2011) recommendation with respect to 

mobile marketing. Proximity marketing refers to location based attributes (Latham, 2017). Location 

based marketing focuses on the physical location of the potential clients. It adapts to the particular 

“personal traits of customers by making assumptions about their habits and preferences, based on 

their location at a particular moment” (Latham, 2017). Knowing about such factors enables retailers 

to send out targeted messages to the customers and perform more effective customer analytics 

(Parise, Guinan, & Kafka, 2016). Consequently, this results in a more efficient communication with 

the customers and avoidance of irrelevant informational clutter. In proximity marketing, sending 

targeted messages to the customers is facilitated through beacon technology, which can gather and 

communicate real-time information from the customers based on their preferences, location and 

habits. Despite all the benefits introduced about the usage of beacon technology in location based 

marketing (Dudhane & Pitambare, 2015), a similar slow adoption process is affecting the 

development of proximity marketing in a retail context.  

This thesis addresses the slow adoption of both social media by B2B firms and proximity marketing 

by the retailers, to provide a better image of digital media adoption in B2B and stakeholder network.       

Following Weinberg and Pehlivan, (2011) this thesis addresses social networks, online communities, 

wikis, blogs and micro-blogs under social media marketing in section 2 and 3, while covering mobile 

marketing under proximity marketing in section 4. This research attempts to explore adopted digital 

marketing strategies by B2B firms and retailers as stakeholders of the B2B firms. By adoption, this 

research refers to organizational adoption of digital media in B2B firms’ and retailers’ context, as 

opposed to individual adoption. By strategy, the thesis refers to “the relationships between ends and 

means that is, between the results we seek and the resources at our disposal” (Nickols, 2003, p.2). In 
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this research “ends” refer to the goals, while “means” refer to social media or proximity marketing 

channels as platforms.   

The next section discusses the research problem addressed within this thesis.  

1.1. Research Problem 

Digital marketing communications rapidly grew within the business sphere, assisting firms in various 

ways in their online communication (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010; Kietzmann et al., 2011). According to 

Mulhern (2009) digital marketing communications helps firms to acquire and retain customers 

effectively, by using new digital channels that enable targeted messaging. This can be facilitated through 

creating integrated, targeted and measurable communications to build deeper relationship with the 

customers (Mulhern, 2009; Karjaluoto, Mustonen & Ulkuniemi, 2015).    

The pace of digital marketing adoption such as social media marketing and mobile marketing varies in 

different sectors. In the case of social media as the channels began to be developed, they were adopted 

more into the marketing communication system by B2C than B2B firms (Michaelidou, Siamagka & 

Christodoulides, 2011). Research stipulates that social media was perceived more suited for B2C 

context than B2B (Jussila, Kärkkäinen & Aramo-Immonen, 2014). According to Michaelidou et al., 

(2011), Google trends have shown a growing interest in social media since 2004, whereas B2B’s interest 

in social media has emerged since 2010. Many B2B firms still have not used social media as part of 

digital marketing communications to the same extent as they adopted other traditional tools such as 

face-to-face meetings, telephone and email interactions (Karjaluoto et al., 2015). This highlights the 

importance of context in adoption of social media for the B2B marketers.  

The other reason for the lack of enthusiasm of B2B marketers could be that social platforms can reach 

and interact with individuals, but not other firms, which are the B2B firms’ customers. However, 

according to the literature, the goal for the communication is not only sales growth. There can be 

numerous other reasons for which firms tend to interact with their target audience through social 

media. They consist of brand awareness (Michaelidou et al., 2011), thought leadership, human resource 

and employer branding (Sivertzen, Nilsen, & Olafsen, 2013), public relations (Doyle & Lee, 2016) and 

corporate social responsibility (Reilly & Hynan, 2014) to name a few which many reflect the firm’s goal 
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for using social media. Nevertheless, the B2B marketers’ perception of social media in many cases has 

been unidimensional, considering the social media communication as merely for sales growth.   

To address such a problem, papers 1, 2 and 3 of this thesis contribute in three ways. The first and 

foremost contribution is identifying the role of individuals targeted by the B2B firms, and the way they 

benefit the B2B firm through social media interaction. Second contribution of the study is exploring 

the social media adoption strategies of the B2B firms, as well as the benefits and challenges of such 

adoption. This includes how the firms select and adopt the social media platforms, considering the 

essential and underlying elements constituting B2B firm’s social media communication strategies. The 

third contribution is exploring the firm’s social media integration strategies into the marketing 

communication channel. 

However, this research problem reveals a subsequent problem addressed within paper 4 and 5 

regarding content sharing approaches and challenges in gaining customer insight on digital media by 

B2B firms and retailers. As described further, the next sections address how the individuals as target 

audience are going to perceive and respond to the B2B firm’s different content sharing approaches to 

interact through social media in paper 4. Additionally, how retailers as an integral part of the supply 

chain through vertical integration with suppliers (Jeuland & Shugan, 2008; Kim, McFarland, Kwon, 

Son & Griffith, 2011; Bhargava, 2012) will approach the phenomenon of digital marketing 

communication, which is addressed in paper 5. The two last papers focus more on the aspects of 

content sharing and interaction with the target group by B2B firms and the retailers to obtain more 

effective customer insights through digital media.     

1.2. Research Gap and Positioning 

This thesis starts with identifying a research problem and a gap in the literature, and building on the 

first gap identifies other gaps in the literature. The first research gap in this section is described as the 

slow adoption of social media in a B2B context, which is further extended to other gaps revealed as 

the research moved along. This is explained in detail throughout this section.  

Social media and social networks made their path into the commercial domain as an important means 

of communication in B2C marketing (Mangold et al. 2009; Weinberg & Pehlivan, 2011). Not fully 
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being utilized in B2B (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010; Michaelidou et al., 2011; Schaffer, 2013; Swani et al., 

2014; Lacka & Chong, 2016), B2B firms started to realize the need for social media adoption and a 

clearer understanding of the adoption strategies of this channel, as well as its effectiveness, 

measurements, benefits, and challenges followed (Michaelidou et al., 2011). With a dearth of the 

literature in adoption of social media in B2B, some researchers tried to address such gaps exclusively 

in the B2B context. Those studies include but are not limited to, social media usage by B2B salespeople 

(Schultz, Schwepker & Good, 2012), the role of social media as a public relation tool (Steyn, Salehi-

Sangari, Pitt, Parent, & Berthon 2010), the role of SNS in branding (Michaelidou et al., 2011), social 

media use by key account managers (Lacoste, 2016), B2B customers’ behavior on social media use 

(Keinänen & Kuivalainen, 2015), and guidelines in building social media strategy for marketing and 

business (Schaffer, 2013). However, the gap in the literature remains as to how B2B firms can use 

social media platforms in practice to improve their marketing communication (Wang, Pauleen & 

Zhang, 2016). This gap specifically relates to the nature and structure of the firm, and its aim for 

communication vs. the platforms being used. Therefore, there is a prerequisite of further investigation 

in this area. Considering B2B firms reaching other industry partners and firms as customers, how social 

media and its different types of platforms addressing individuals can benefit B2B firms in reaching 

their communication goals. Additionally, Palmer and Koenig-Lewis, (2009) believes because of its 

nature, Facebook matches B2C context more than B2B. This regards the type of the social media 

platforms as a hindrance for being adopted by a B2B firm due to the non-matching nature of the 

business. Furthermore, who the target audience are and what the B2B firms can gain through 

interaction with them can be considered as another matter to explore.  

While all the questions raised so far are directed at the B2B firm, considering its adoption of social 

media, goals in using the platforms, and pursued target audience, the next challenge to consider is the 

target audience’s willingness to interact with the firm. Referring to the main intention of the B2B firms, 

interaction with the target audience has been concluded as one of the most important aims of the B2B 

firms according to the results of paper 3. However, after exploring the adoption strategies by firms, 

the next question remains as how to better interact and obtain what the firm’s seek through social 

media. Succeeding in interaction with the target audience and receiving their comment or feedback 

(Simula, Töllmen & Karjaluoto, 2015) on the content shared by the firm is not an easy task. Particularly 
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when there is plenty of content produced continuously by individuals and firms nowadays, which is 

expected be read and commented on by the targeted audience. This signals the problem of reach that 

B2B firms face.  

Apart from reading the content, a more challenging point based on the outcome of paper 3 in this 

research is finding enough individuals to leave comment or feedback on the posts (Michaelidou et al., 

2011; Simula et al. 2015). Therefore, it is crucial to understand if the type of content sharing has any 

impact on the individuals’ willingness to interact with the firm through commenting on social media. 

This matter will highlight additional questions addressed to the target audience.  

Having organized the research in three parts demonstrated in Table 1, the attempt is made to build on 

the findings from the three first papers of the study to address this emerging gap in paper 4. By 

reflecting on the findings of the B2B firm’s social media adoption strategy in section 2, this research 

expands on the element of content on social media. Thereby, this research has further focused on the 

different approaches of content sharing by B2B firms on social media in section 3.  

The outcome of the paper 1, 2 and 3 of the thesis categorizes the content sharing by B2B firms to 

Public and Gated-Content sharing approaches. Addressing these two categories of content sharing 

within paper 4, can be a salient contribution of this research, due to the severe scarcity of the relevant 

literature in academia. Nearly all the reports and studies reflecting Public vs. Gated content sharing 

approaches are among industrial resources (Neely, 2013; Isaac, 2016; Moore, 2016). Nevertheless, 

none of the industrial reports and studies have made a scientific and systematic comparison of the two 

content sharing approaches, from the target audience or the customers’ perspective. Paper 4 attempts 

to do this by comparing and evaluating Public and Gated-Content sharing approaches from the target 

audiences’ perspective.       

In order to create a more complete picture of the digital communication adoption spectrum in this 

research, paper 5 of this thesis looks at the retailers as the B2B firms’ customers or industrial partners 

(Rapp, Beitelspacher, Grewal & Hughes, 2013) within the chain. Even though social media can assist 

B2B firms in reaching their target groups directly, retailers as an integral part of the business cycle, are 

engaged in direct or indirect business communications with B2B firms (ibid), as well as in immediate 
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contact with the end users (Pantano & Viassone, 2015). By studying digital marketing communications 

between B2B firms and the end users, this research does not intend to ignore the retailers, which are 

actively in direct interaction with the end users as their customers.  Therefore, in order not to neglect 

such an influential actor within the supply chain, this research intends to explore retailers’ adoption of 

digital marketing to interact with the customers. Moreover, the findings of the papers 1, 2, and 3 

emphasize the importance of content, whereas paper 3 more specifically highlights the importance of 

content sharing approaches within digital media. While paper 4 examines different content sharing 

approaches in social media by B2B firms, to avoid leaving a gap in addressing content sharing 

approaches through digital media by retailers, paper 5 attempts to explore recent approaches 

undertaken by retailers in sharing content through digital media.    

To fulfill this, paper 5 first explores the recent digital communication method deployed by the retailers. 

The paper further identifies the usage as well as the related benefits, and challenges of the method 

used by retailers for content sharing through digital marketing. Therefore, the study focuses on 

location-based services within mobile marketing (Kaplan, 2012), which is also known as proximity 

marketing through beacon technology (Dudhane & Pitambare, 2015). Proximity marketing is regarded 

as the most recent method used by retailers in interacting with customers (ibid).  

Apart from the goal of identifying proximity marketing used by retailers (Boidman, 2015), this research 

aims to explore the impact of the technology used in proximity marketing by the retail businesses. A 

primary investigation of the recent technologies being used by retailers emphasizes the adoption of 

beacons as the most recent and developed in-store digital communication technology (Dudhane & 

Pitambare, 2015). Considering the highly developed technological aspects of the medium (ibid), a 

variety of retailers have embarked on testing or adopting the technology in different countries. 

However, there is substantially little direction in academic research on the usage of beacons from a 

proximity or location-based marketing perspective. The lack of research in beacons technology within 

the retail environment provides the impetus for this thesis, which addresses this gap.  
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To summarize, the studies undertaken in the thesis position this research under the digital marketing 

scope, through which social media and proximity marketing have been studied within B2B and 

stakeholder’s communication.     

1.3. Research Questions  

Due to adopting a paper- based structure, this thesis attempts to address three gaps in the digital 

marketing literature. However, all three gaps stem from an overarching gap under B2B firms and the 

stakeholders’ digital marketing channels adoption strategies.   

The first gap addressed in this thesis is how B2B firms can use and adopt social media as part of digital 

marketing, which by its nature reaches the individuals and not the other firms. Moreover, how B2B 

firm enhances the communication, improves the interaction level, and pursues the marketing 

communication goals through such adoption is investigated (RQ1). In addition, how they harvest the 

benefits provided by such medium and what challenges a B2B firm might face while using such media 

is also addressed.  

The intention of this research is not comparing B2B and B2C context, but providing guidelines for 

the entire B2B chain including B2B firm, retailers and target audience, regarded as stakeholders in the 

study (Table 1). However, referring to B2C in paper 1, 2, and 3 is inevitable due to the significant 

number of social media studies available in this context. To introduce those guidelines for B2B firms, 

more focus on identifying different approaches, methods, and strategies in adoption and integration 

of such platforms is needed.  

Previous studies have not specifically addressed or focused on the influencing role of individuals within 

B2B social media context, or why and how communicating with individuals can be influential for a 

B2B firm. Focusing on these questions originated from the first gap addressed in this thesis, this 

research moves onto addressing the second gap emerging from the results of papers 1, 2, and 3. There 

is a severe paucity in the literature on different approaches of content sharing in terms of types of 

access provided to the target audience. Thus, paper 4 of this thesis tends to address this gap through 

examining the content sharing approaches used by B2B firms. The goal of this paper is to introduce 
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guidelines to help facilitating the flow of interaction and co-creation with customers through social 

media (RQ2).  

The ultimate objective of the thesis is to view the entire spectrum of digital marketing communication 

starting from the B2B firms as manufacturers or producer (RQ1), to retailers as customers (RQ3), 

ending with individuals as end users or the target audience (RQ2). Hence, the aim of the thesis is 

twofold. First, to study social media adoption and integration strategies in a B2B context, in order to 

facilitate a more efficient interaction with the target audience on a specific goal. Second, to explore 

proximity marketing through adoption of Bluetooth beacons in retail context, to enhance in-store 

mobile interaction with the customers. This will include the range of the approaches firms adopt to 

utilize the medium, in addition to the benefits they may acquire, and challenges may face because of 

such adoption. Knowing about the challenges will allow the firms to implement protective strategies 

to minimize such risks, or have effective solutions in place to handle such challenges in a proper and 

timely manner.  

To fulfill such a goal, this entire research organized in three parts (Table 1) seeks the overall purpose 

of studying the digital media adoption strategies throughout the B2B stakeholder network reaching 

specific target groups. Karjaluoto et al. (2015) use the two terms of digital media and digital marketing 

communications interchangeably. The same approach is used in this thesis to address social media and 

mobile marketing. By digital media, the author refers to various types of social platforms such as blogs, 

social networks, micro-blogs and online communities regarded as social media (Weinberg & Pehlivan, 

2011), as well as Bluetooth beacons under mobile marketing (Thamm & Anke, 2016). The components 

of supply chain considered in this study are B2B firms, and retailers considered as the B2B firms’ 

customers. Finally, individuals as the last component of the B2B stakeholder network could be the 

target audience, the retailers’ customers or the B2B firms’ end users within the chain.  

The overarching research question addressed in this study based on the adoption of digital media in 

B2B and the stakeholder’s communication is: 

How can digital media be adopted to the B2B firms’ and the stakeholder’s communication? 
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Given the above question, this research seeks to answer the following sub-questions:  

Research question 1: What elements are most influential in forming social media communication 

strategies in B2B multinational corporations?  

Research question 2: Does public or gated-content sharing on social media affect the target audience’s 

willingness to interact with the B2B firm?  

Research question 3: What are the benefits and challenges of adoption of proximity marketing through 

Bluetooth beacons for retailer-customer interaction in retail stores? 

1.4. Structure of the Thesis 

This thesis made in paper compilation format includes five main papers, which are divided into three 

parts reflecting the three sections of the study (Table 1). The thesis is structured with a cover essay 

and compilation of different studies listed within the manuscript. Five papers are crafted to test and 

answer the research questions proposed in the previous section. With each paper having built on the 

previous ones, the ultimate goal of the thesis is to propose guidelines regarding digital marketing 

communication within the supply chain. Each paper has a unique role in exploring or testing the effect 

of digital marketing on different constituents of the supply chain including B2B firms, retailers, and 

individuals. Digital marketing in this study encompasses social media marketing, as well as proximity 

marketing through mobile marketing and beacon technology. Each of the concepts are studied in 

separate papers, and are regarded as the main digital platform adopted by one constituent.      

Section 2 of the thesis studies the adoption of social media by B2B companies. It adopts a qualitative 

approach in order to explore the strategies suited for selective goals and target groups (RQ1). Since 

the papers of this thesis were arranged in chronological order, each paper is built on the result, findings 

or implications of the previous studies. Such order is even more evident with respect to section 2 

where using the same data of the two cases (Ericsson and Scania), paper 1 and 2 as conference papers 

contribute in building paper 3, which is a journal paper deriving data from four cases (Ericsson, Scania, 

Oracle and IBM). While section 2 focuses on adoption strategies of social media into B2B firm’s 

communication channel, building on insights gained from this section, section 3 focuses on individuals 
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and target audience directly reached by the B2B firm (RQ2). Section 3 tests individual target audience’s 

reaction to the firm’s attempt for interaction on social media. Finally, based on findings of the section 

2 emphasizing the importance of content sharing and interaction with the target group, section 4 

studies retailers’ recent approach in content sharing and interaction. To achieve this, paper 5 focuses 

on proximity marketing using beacons as a platform adopted in-store by retailers (RQ3).  The study of 

social media in the retail context is not covered by this thesis as there are numerous studies covering 

social media adoption in B2C by previous researchers (Ngai, Tao & Moon, 2015). Therefore, this 

research focuses on a relatively new technology within the scope of mobile marketing known as 

Bluetooth beacons technology. This technology has been adopted in the retail stores in recent years 

(Dudhane & Pitambare, 2015). 

 

 

 

Section 2: 

Adoption of social 

media 

Section 3: 

Content sharing & 

Interaction 

Section 4: 

Proximity marketing 

through beacon 

technology  

Stakeholders  

 

B2B firm   
Manufacturer  
Service Provider  

Individuals  
Target audience  

Retailers 

Papers 1, 2, & 3 4 5 

Table 1: Demonstrating the parts of the research, constituents and papers of the thesis 

Figure 1 demonstrates the relevance of each paper to the related research question. Section 5 of this 

thesis provides a summary of each paper.   
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Figure 1: Layout of individual papers  

2. Adoption of Social Media in B2B  

Users have embarked on deploying social media technology for both personal and professional 

reasons. While emphasizing social media’s influence and considerable exposure in the popular press, 

Kietzmann et al. (2011, p. 241) regards the new era as constituting an “altogether new 

communication landscape,” influencing the way in which information is distributed and utilized. 

The thesis begins with a gap in the literature, originating from a belief among B2B marketing managers 

(Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010). The belief emphasizes the B2B context as the major factor affecting the 

slow adoption of social media by B2B firms. Many marketers still do not recognize the importance of 

social media in the B2B context (Lacka & Chong, 2016), which can be due to the B2B firm’s nature 

of interacting with the business partners in a B2B context (Swani & Brown, 2011), rather than with 

individuals as consumers. Google trends showed an emerging interest in social media by B2B firms in 

2010 (Michaelidou et al., 2011). Literature has indicated, yet hasn’t explored that such slow adoption 

of social media in the B2B context (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010; Swani et al., 2014), is caused by the 

marketer’s perception of poor usability of social media in B2B marketing communications (Buehrer, 

Senecal & Pullins, 2005; Järvinen & Taiminen, 2016; Lacka & Chong, 2016). However, Jussila et al., 

(2014) stipulate that the adoption pace in B2B firms may vary depending on the type of business or 

the function.       
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Previous research has also investigated adoption of social media in B2B firm’s various activities. 

However, the results obtained are inconclusive or fail to provide specific guidelines addressing 

adoption and integration of the platforms into the communication strategy, considering differences in 

the firms’ business type, goal, structure, shared content, and target audience sought. This particularly 

results in introducing the same guidelines to all types of B2B businesses, regardless of their distinctions. 

Consequently, researchers have concluded that more research is needed in that area (Lacka & Chong, 

2016).  

The question in papers 1, 2 & 3 emerges from a gap in recognizing the practical methods of using 

social media from platform attributes perspective (Ngai et al., 2015). It can be interpreted that the 

problem is because of the B2B context. Additionally, defining clear strategies resulting in the adoption 

mechanism and theoretical guidelines (Huotari, Ulkuniemi, Saraniemi & Mäläskä, 2015), on how such 

medium can be adopted are rare. To support this claim, probing in the B2B social media adoption 

literature, a number of major and most relevant studies available in literature are mentioned here, in 

which the lack of such guidelines are evident.  

In the study of social networks’ effect on B2B branding by Michaelidou et al., (2011), goals such as 

attracting customers, creating awareness, cultivating relationship, receiving feedback, etc. are 

addressed. Applying media synchronicity theory (MST), Wang et al., (2016) concludes that using Social 

Media Apps (SMA) in communication by B2B SMEs, will likely enhance business performance in 

marketing, innovation, and collaboration. Based on MST a fit between media capabilities with the 

needs of business communication, leads to enhanced business performance (Dennis, Fuller & 

Valacich, 2008). “Media synchronicity theory proposes that for conveyance processes, use of media supporting lower 

synchronicity should result in better communication performance. For convergence processes, use of media supporting higher 

synchronicity should result in better communication performance” (ibid, p.575). Wang et al., (2016) refers to five 

capabilities of SMA based on Dennis et al., (2008) MST (transmission velocity, parallelism, symbol 

sets, rehearsability, and reprocessability) as strong indicators of B2B communication performance. 

Drawing on Technology Acceptance model (TAM) and Resource Based Theory (RBT), Siamagka, 

Christodoulides, Michaelidou and Valvi, (2015) refer to image, perceived ease of use, and perceived 
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barriers as determinants of perceived usefulness of social media within B2B. Other similar studies 

within a B2B context consist of, the use of social media in brand building (Cawsey & Rowley, 2016), 

the effect of salespersons’ use of social media on customer satisfaction (Agnihotri, Dingus, Hu, & 

Krush, 2016), Social media and crowdsourcing (Simula et al., 2015), B2B customer’s behavior regarding 

social media use for B2B purposes (Keinänen & Kuivalainen, 2015), and social media content creation 

from a B2B marketing perspective (Huotari et al., 2015).  

Among the mentioned research, the only study so far addressing social media adoption in B2B 

marketing communication from a broader perspective is done by Huotari et al. (2015) However, it 

intends to learn informants’ view on channels and methods of influence. Huotari et al. (2015), calls for 

further research, since their examination did not focus on mechanisms of influence. Additionally, 

Huotari et al., (2015) mainly focuses on content creation and control, and the scope of the study does 

not cover any mechanism, methods or approach on social media platform adoption for reaching 

marketing communication goals.   

To fill such gap before digging in a more in-depth firm-customer interaction side, this research begins 

with a holistic view on existing literature on social media adoption, as well as theories and frameworks 

introduced within this concept. Most of the existing theories and related studies based on which this 

thesis is built are demonstrated in Table 2. The table reflects the literature overview and references  

the relevant studies serving the purpose of the thesis with regards to research question 1. The criteria 

in choosing the following papers include theories applied in social media studies, adoption of social 

media in B2B, benefits and challenges of such adoption in a B2B context, social media integration in 

marketing communications, and social media influence on seller-retailer-customer business landscape. 

The chosen articles all have received the high citations on Web of Science or Scopus. Distinction was 

made between those focusing broadly and those narrowing their focus to B2B context. This section 

investigated the latter only. 
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Authors/  
Date/  
Times Cited* 

Topic/  
Focus/ 
Questions  

Concept/ 
Theoretical 
model 

Method Context Findings 

Dennis et 
al., (2008). 
 
WoS** 303 
 
 
 

“Media, tasks, 
and 
communication 
processes: a 
theory of media 
synchronicity” 
 
 
 
 

Expands and 
refines media 
synchronicity 
theory (MST), 
(Dennis and 
Valacich 1999).  
 
 
 

Conceptual 
 
 
 

The 
USA 
 
 
 

“Five capabilities of 
media (symbol sets, 
parallelism, 
transmission velocity, 
rehearsability, and 
reprocessability)” 
(p.575), which 
influence  
synchronicity 
resulting in better 
conveyance and 
convergence.  

Kaplan & 
Haenlein, 
(2010) 
 
WoS 2321 

To discuss the 
challenges and 
opportunities 
that emerge from 
this evolution for 
firms, and 
to provide 
structure to 
better understand 
the rapidly 
evolving field of 
Social Media. 
  

Self-
presentation/ 
self-disclosure  
Social presence 
(Short et al. 
1976) 
Media richness  
(Daft. 1986) 

Qualitative 
Descriptive 

France 
 

Social media 
clarification, usage, 
“10 pieces of advice for 
companies which decide 
to utilize Social 
Media.” (p.59) 

Kietzmann 
et al., (2011). 
 
WoS 687 

“Social Media? 
Get Serious! 
Understanding 
the functional 
building blocks 
of social media” 

“A framework 
that defines 
social media by 
using seven 
functional building 
blocks: identity, 
conversations, 
sharing, presence, 
relationships, 
reputation, and 
groups.” (P.241) 

Conceptual Canada ”How 
firms should develop 
strategies for monitoring, 
understanding, and 
responding to 
different social media 
activities.” (p.241) 

Jussila et al., 
(2014) 
 
WoS 29 

“Social media 
utilization in 
business-to-

Social media 
adoption 
(Michaelidou et 
al., 2011) 

Quantitative 
Survey  

Finland “exploring and 
improving 
the understanding of 
B2B companies’ 
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business 
relationships 
of technology 
industry firms” 

external social media 
use, 
perceived potential and 
barriers against social 
media use in especially 
external (customer- and 
partner-related) use 
context” (p.611) 

Lacka & 
Chong, 
(2016) 
 
WoS 9 
 

“Usability 
perspective on 
social media sites’ 
adoption in the 
B2B context” 

Technology 
Acceptance 
Model (Nielsen 
1994) 

Quantitative 
survey 

China “marketers' perception 
of the usefulness, 
usability and utility of 
social media sites drive 
their adoption and use 
in the B2B sector” 
(p.80) 

Mangold et 
al., 
(2009) 
 
WoS 566 

“Social media: 
The new hybrid 
element of the 
promotion mix” 
Managers to 
“shape consumer 
discussions 
in a manner that is 
consistent with the 
organization’s 
mission and 
performance goals.” 
(p.357) 

Integrated 
marketing 
communication 
Traditional 
promotional 
mix  
(Boone et al. 
2007) 

Qualitative 
Descriptive 

Murray 
The 
USA 

-Paradigms: 
Traditional vs. new 
communications 
-Shaping the 
discussions 
- From one way 
traffic to multiple 
avenues  
 

Michaelidou 
et al., (2011) 
 
WoS 121 

“Usage, barriers 
and measurement 
of social media 
marketing: An 
exploratory 
investigation of 
small and 
medium B2B 
brands” 
 

-Social 
networks (SNs) 
usage extent 
-Usage barriers 
and benefits  
-Organizational 
innovativeness 
(Garcia-Morales 
et al. 2006) 

Qualitative  
Exploratory 
Postal 
survey to 
SMEs 

The 
UK 

Providing statistics 
on 
-SNs users  
-Reasons for using 
-Barriers of using  
-Measures of SNS 
effectiveness in 
supporting B2B 
brands 
  

Ngai et al., 
(2015) 
 
WoS 69 

“Social media 
research: theories, 
constructs and 
conceptual 
frameworks”  

-A developed 
causal chain 
framework 
based on input-
moderator -

Literature 
review on 
five leading 
online 

China  A perspective on 
different theories of 
personal behavior, 
social behavior, and 
mass 
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- First 
comprehensive 
literature review 
of social media 
research  
 

mediator – 
output 
(Mohammad et 
al. 2010) 
 

academic 
data bases 
 

communication used 
as an input-
moderator-mediator 
and output in 
different studies.   

Palmer & 
Koenig-
Lewis, 
(2009) 
 
S*** 76 

“An experiential, 
social 
network-based 
approach 
to direct 
marketing” 
-“to provide a review 
of the changing 
media 
landscape of direct 
marketing, and 
proposes a model of 
direct and indirect 
targeting of buyers.” 
(p.162) 

Game theory 
(Rapoport et al. 
1965) 

“A conceptual 
model is 
presented 
which brings 
together the 
needs of 
producers, 
sellers and 
communities. 
Customer 
experience is 
used as an 
integrative 
framework 
for reconciling 
the sometimes 
differing needs 
of these 
groups.” 
(p.162) 

The 
UK 

“The literature is 
reviewed, noting changes 
in media habits. 
Previous studies of social 
network users provide a 
picture of the benefits 
sought by members of 
online communities.” 
(p.162) 

Rapp et al., 
(2013) 
 
S 85 

“Understanding 
social media 
effects across 
seller, retailer, 
and consumer 
interactions” 
-“authors propose a 
contagion 
effect of social media 
use across business 
suppliers, retailers, 
and consumers” 
(p.547) 
 

-Contagion 
theory  
(Burt 1997; 
Contractor and 
Eisenberg 1990; 
Latane 2000). 
-Relationship 
marketing 
theory 
(Palmatier 
2007), 

Quantitative  
hierarchical 
linear 
modeling 
(HLM) 

The 
USA 

The findings “provide 
initial support for the 
contagion 
effect of social media 
usage across retailers 
and end consumers”. 
(p.560) 
Brand reputation, 
service 
ambidexterity, 
customer contact 
frequency influence 
social media usage.  
“Consumer social media 
usage enhances 
consumer loyalty. 
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Retailer social media 
usage has a direct effect 
on 
retailer performance and 
supplier brand 
performance. 
Consumer loyalty to the 
retailer positively affects 
retailer and supplier 
brand performance”. 
(p.561) 

Weinberg & 
Pehlivan,  
(2011) 
 
S 125 

“Social spending: 
Managing the 
social media mix” 
- “To identify 
dimensions that can 
be used to 
differentiate 
important types of 
social media in a 
social media mix, 
and 
relate this to tactical 
marketing 
execution”.  
-“How to frame the 
spending decision in 
social media”. 
(p.275) 

-Social media 
platforms  
-Social media 
mix 
-Social spending 
  

Qualitative  
Descriptive  

The 
USA 

Categorizing 
different social 
media platforms 
based on “half-life 
and depth of 
information”.  
(p.279) 

Table 2: Literature overview on social media adoption  

* Citation numbers are retrieved on November 15, 2017. ** Web of Science *** Scopus 

Drawing on findings of paper 1, 2, & 3 on social media adoption strategies in a B2B context, section 

3 focuses on a more in-depth analysis of B2B firm-target audience interaction on social media through 

B2B firms’ adopted content sharing strategies. 
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3. Content Sharing and Interaction  

Considering the literature’s emphasis on the content, as a determinant in interaction on social media, 

the next section focuses on content sharing within social platforms.  

3.1. Content Sharing on Social Media 

Many scholars have emphasized on the importance of content on internet and more specifically on 

social media (Mnagold & Faulds, 2009; Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010; Weinberg & Pehlivan, 2011; Swani 

et al., 2014) both to the firms (Järvinen & Taiminen, 2016) and their audience (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 

2004; Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010). Content is regarded as an important factor affecting interaction and 

“conversation velocity” (McCarthy, Lawrence, Wixted, & Gordon, 2010) on social media (Kietzmann 

et al., 2011). The interaction and conversation velocity happen through individuals’ comments left 

under the shared posts. Content has been studied in detail and from different perspectives in the 

literature. For instance, Weinberg and Pehlivan (2011) refer to the half-life of information and the 

depth of information as the functions of content on social media. Mangold and Faulds (2009) study 

content control by the firms on social media. However, the result of section 2 of this study reveals the 

paucity of literature on content sharing approaches adopted by firms. Additionally, while the result of 

paper 3 indicates the importance of audience’s comments to the B2B firms, very few studies have 

introduced content sharing approaches contributing to enhancing the firm-target audience’s 

interaction. This research addresses the need for B2B firms to interact with their target audience on 

social media, as a motivation for adoption of social platforms. It has also identified the role and 

functions of “content” as part of elements determining social media adoption in a B2B context (Figure 

4).  

According to the findings of section 2, firms can share content on social media through Public-Content 

or Gated-Content sharing approaches (Figure 4). While Public-Content self-evidently indicates the 

limitless access of the viewer to the content, defined by Moore (2016), Gated-Content requires 

registration, demanding the viewer’s “personal information”, in order to allow a content access. Such 

registration regarded as Gate in this research, may decrease the chance of bringing the content to the 

individual’s attention. The required information for registration usually includes full name, email 
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address, phone number, and in some cases the company name, which determines the type of 

registration to be simple vs. detailed. 

In order to choose between these two approaches of content sharing, firms need to consider factors 

such as the goal of content sharing (Isaac, 2016), the depth and the value of the content to be shared 

(Moore, 2016), as well as rarity (Isaac, 2016). As Isaac (2016) posits, the goal to which a Gated-Content 

may apply is to generate sales leads, otherwise Public-Content is considered a better approach for 

thought leadership or building awareness goals. However, there is also a concern about the decrease 

in the shared content views on social media, caused by using a Gated-Content as opposed to Public-

Content approach, which imposes no barrier. Nevertheless, it is not clear if the Public-Content sharing 

will encourage more interaction through commenting between the B2B firm and the targeted 

individuals. Another question raised could be the target individuals’ incentives in leaving comments 

under the B2B firms’ shared post. One possible incentive based on co-creation (Prahalad & 

Ramaswamy, 2013) could be the interest in networking and participating in the firm’s online 

communities. To investigate this research problem, research question 2 in section 1.3 is concluded. 

The scope of this study is mentioned in more detail in paper 4.      

The next section focuses on B2B firms’ interaction and co-creation with the target audience as 

important objectives behind content sharing on social media.  

3.2. Interaction and Co-creation on Social Media  

Social media practices have been widely studied in consumer markets (Mangold et al. 2009; Kietzmann 

et al., 2011). Nowadays, social media has empowered businesses to move from tracking and data 

mining of customers’ data to even co-create with the end user’s or the customers on value (Prahalad 

& Ramaswamy, 2013), new products development (Hoyer, Chandy, Dorotic, Krafft & Singh, 2010), 

brand awareness (Michaelidou et al., 2011), customer relationship (Parveen, Jaafar & Ainin, 2015) to 

name a few. In fact, today’s era no longer provides the firms a chance to self-centeredly create and 

feed customers as one-way recipients (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2013). Customers are now the 

stakeholders of a running business (Prahalad & Ramaswamy,  2000; Vargo & Lusch, 2004); the power 

undoubtedly acquired through internet-facilitated media.     
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As Simula et al., (2015) points out, instead of relying on their experts, B2B firms can apply the wisdom 

of the crowd for their tasks. Firms should distance from their product-centered thinking and through 

facilitated interaction, focus more on the experiences that customers can co-create (Prahalad & 

Ramaswamy, 2013). Digital media facilitate customers’ input on new product development (Simula et 

al. 2015). Firms being aware of such paradigm shift are subsequently showing interest and enthusiasm 

to reap of the benefits of customers’ engagement in their business process, the approach is also shown 

in the results of section 2 of this study. However, to achieve this, the basic requirement is to interact 

with the crowd in this thesis addressed as target audience. This way, firms “could interact with their 

products' end-users via social media in order to receive new ideas, feedback and solutions to improve 

their innovation process” (Simula et al. 2015, p.254).  

Nowadays the firm – end user interactions are facilitated through channels such as digital marketing 

and social media platforms (Simula et al. 2015). This is an advantage gained by the B2B firms, which 

had no direct contact with their end users prior to digital media era. Therefore, similar to the consumer 

market, adoption of social media to interact with a broader target audience including end users is an 

influential and cost efficient way of communication for B2B firms (Simula, Töllinen & Karjaluoto, 

2013).  

Literature extends the idea of consumers’ active participation in product development stipulated by 

Hoyer et al., (2010) from consumer market to B2B market by replacing the term consumers with the 

term “end users” (Simula et al., 2013, p 255). Moreover, Huotari et al. (2015, p.764) refers to “external 

users” of social media including “corporate users, customer users, professional users and civilian 

users”. Each of these groups could be referred to as the end users or the individuals targeted by the 

B2B firms for different goals such as co-creation. Knowing about the B2B firm’s willingness in 

interaction with individuals, the results of section 2 revealed a challenge in establishing or maintaining 

such engagement with individuals. Therefore, paper 4 of this thesis focuses on the effect of content 

sharing approaches on social media, through application of Social Power and Resource Dependence 

Theories (explained further in section 4.3) to establish interaction and co-creation with the target 

audience.   
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Drawing on digital marketing and more specifically mobile marketing literature in retail context, section 

4 focuses on recent proximity marketing approaches adopted by retailers. 

4. Proximity Marketing 

4.1. Customer Insight through Mobile Marketing 

Customer data insights in digital marketing help retailers create personalized customer profiles, 

achieved through tracking individual customer’s actions (Annalect, 2015a).  Nowadays, customer data 

insights are becoming more important for retailers, helping them maximize profit (ibid) through 

mobile marketing. Maximizing the profit effectively requires a precise targeting goal by retailers, which 

can be accomplished through a more realistic picture of the customers’ purchase behavior (Singh, 

Hansen, & Blattberg, 2006). Consumer insight is explained as “the qualitative understanding of the 

motives and the behaviors of consumers” (Mulhern, 2009, p.93). Digital media data is said to be useful 

for making implications of “preferences, price sensitivity and brand choice decision” of consumers 

(ibid, p.93).  

Mobile marketing and customer insight receive increasingly more attention from practitioners and 

academics these days. Kaplan defines mobile marketing as “any marketing activity conducted through 

a ubiquitous network to which consumers are constantly connected using a personal mobile device” 

(2012, p.130). Associating mobile marketing to location based services, the transition period for mobile 

marketing started with the first device capable of location-based services in 1999 (ibid). Subsequently 

the first location-based service launched on GPS was in 2001, until 2007 when the mobile marketing 

revolution truly happened by the launch of iPhone (ibid). Since then millions of devices and 

applications have been used worldwide in different ways. Therefore, it is self-evident that with mobile 

devices transforming human beings lives, retailers will not be exempt from harnessing the benefits of 

such platform, to gain customer insight.      

To fulfill this, researchers have studied customer insight through different approaches and concepts 

of digital marketing including in-store promotion (Lockshin & Cohen, 2011), mobile marketing 

through SMS campaigns (Scharl, Dickinger, & Murphy, 2004; Salo, Sinisalo, & Karjaluoto, 2008, 
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Kaplan, 2012), social media marketing in retail context (Rapp et al., 2013; Durkin, Mulholland, & 

McCartan, 2015), and in-store digital signage (Dennis, Brakus, Gupta, & Alamanos, 2014). Other 

studies such as analyzing behavior on online sites (Park & Kim, 2003; Rose, Clark, Samouel, & Hair, 

2012), tracking individual customer actions through smartphones (Dudhane & Pitambare, 2015), and 

proximity marketing (Thamm & Anke, 2016) can all drive major retail decisions through mobile 

marketing.     

Additionally, retailers took advantage of attribution tactics such as cookies, as well as promotion and 

coupons to collect customer data (Annalect, 2015a). However, such tools and tactics demand single 

device login by each user. They also require constant log-on and log-outs in order to track the users’ 

interest or purchase records. This is a challenge for the retailers to be in control, while not giving the 

consumers or end users the feeling of lack of privacy (Babu, 2016). Retailers can interpret such matters 

as an efficiency issue, concerning the resources and efforts put compared to the gains in terms of 

reliable consumer insight. However, the next technology referred to as Bluetooth beacons considered 

as a “breakthrough” (Annalect, 2015b), rectifies such problems as the challenge of constant log-on and 

log-outs posed by attribution tactics is not an issue.  

4.2. Proximity Marketing and Beacon Technology  

Proximity marketing has helped gaining customer insight becoming a reality through tracking online 

behavior to deliver in-store customers’ targeted offers based on their preferences (Annalect, 2015a). 

Beacons are small devices referred to as battery powered Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) transmitters 

(Dudhane & Pitambare, 2015), which can be detected by other devices including smartphones (Thamm 

& Anke, 2016). This subsequently enables beacons to indicate the presence of a user within inches 

through sensors (Dudhane & Pitambare, 2015). Such capability has given the retailers the chance of 

adopting them for different services in the store (Thamm & Anke, 2016) including gaining customer 

insight (Annalect 2015b), enhance up-selling, cross-promoting, and brand building (Boidman, 2015).  

Through proximity marketing using beacons, retailers can provide different services to the customers, 

including product information, navigation support, coupons and promotions (Dudhane & Pitambare, 

2015). 
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By allowing beacons to send notifications to the customers, they can receive all sorts of information 

about promotions, and discounts (Berman, 2016). In another word, beacons can digitize a physical 

retail space with the help of smartphones (Annalect, 2015b). Such smart technology efficiently assisting 

both customers and retailers to facilitate a rather targeted and customized communication might be 

considered as a privacy issue to the customers (Moody, 2015). The idea of using beacons in stores 

similar to the attribution tactics, originates from seller or retailer’s desire for a sustainable and smarter 

management of inventory (Ramakrishnan, Gaur, & Singh, 2016).      

Some retailers place beacons at strategic in-store locations to build profiles of everyone who uses a 

retail app in that store or shopping center, and connects those beacon-enabled profiles to desktop 

cookies. Beacons are regarded both as an essential tool and a severe limitation for vendors (Annalect, 

2015b), since the customers have to be using a specific app (Thamm & Anke, 2016) in order for the 

technology to function effectively. They are also accessible only to the loyalty program customers 

(Bermen 2016) but not the public, which is another shortcoming of this new technology. “Beacons 

work for some retailers, but not all. There’s a bit of an app frenzy right now, and Starbucks or Target 

can get away with it” said Jonathan Dyke, co-founder and chairman of Spring Marketplace (Hercher, 

2015).  

Drawing on literature, the limited number of studies on usage of beacon technology in a retail context 

only provide a basic image of how and for what purposes the technology is used. Given that the 

research on usage and utilization of beacons in retail context being at the embryonic stage, there is a 

paucity of literature in understanding and exploring retailers’ experience of using the medium. In 

addition, benefits and challenges the retailer faces through the adoption process, and how the 

technology can influence retailers’ business with the suppliers or manufacturer is not clearly addressed 

in the literature. Therefore, this gap leads to RQ3 (Section 1.3).  

4.3. Theory 

Narrative framework is said to be used to “organize research on conceiving and constructing theories” 

(Shepherd & Roy, 2016, p.65). Connecting “prior knowledge (i.e., existing literature) and emerging 

knowledge (i.e., new empirical observations)” together is believed to be a powerful theorizing 
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(Shepherd & Roy, 2016, p.65). Research attempts to create new knowledge through either theory 

testing, or theory extension approach, which is also regarded as theory building approach (Dissanayake, 

2013). Moreover, in addition to collecting and analyzing the data, research is about the interpretation 

of data and information (Dissanayake, 2013). Theory provides possibilities of data and information 

interpretation leading to theory testing or theory building, which is termed as “the validation of 

research based on knowledge” (Uyangoda, 2010). However, through grounded theory, researchers can 

approach the data (ibid) and the literature (Shepherd & Sutcliffe, 2011) openly to allow the literature 

inductively reveal the problems in or across the literature (Shepherd & Sutcliffe, 2011; Shepherd & 

Roy, 2016).     

Inspired by the grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss, 2009) and using an exploratory research design, 

papers 1, 2, and 3 of this study intend to conceptualize the social media adoption strategies (the gap in 

the literature) within a B2B context. Denzin and Lincoln (2011, p.360) posit grounded theory as a 

qualitative method in which “data collection and analysis reciprocally inform and shape each other 

through an emergent iterative process”. Therefore, assisted by grounded theory and through data 

collection and analysis, papers 1, 2, and 3 of this thesis attempt to develop and introduce adoption 

strategies used by the B2B firms in application of social media.  

To fulfill this approach, within a longitudinal process the results of papers 1 and 2 were used to form 

and improve paper 3. In this way, the results obtained from each case were used to develop paper 3, 

and to study the other cases. More specifically, the platforms used, content type shared, goals pursued 

and target audience selected (all the factors extracted from the interview guide) were cross checked 

with the next case studied to draw similarities and differences. In case of exploring a new adoption 

approach e.g. use of a different platform, a new way of integration or choosing different target segment, 

the new data was integrated to the next round of interviews or the observation process. Finally, the 

new collected data led into the incremental development of the final model (Figure 4) which was 

developed from the proposed model (Figure 1 of paper 3). Therefore, based on Denzin and Lincoln 

(2011) the new developments and findings were tested in the new interviews of the new cases, or the 

new interviews of the previous cases. This approach assisted validating the model through obtaining 

more data until it reached into a shape consistent with all the cases. Glaser and Strauss (1967, p.102) 
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refers to this approach as “inspecting data and redesigning a developing theory”. This approach is 

regarded as the constant comparative method, “designed to aid the analyst who possesses these abilities 

in generating a theory that is integrated, consistent, plausible, close to the data-and at the same time is 

in a form clear enough to be readily, if only partially, operationalized for testing in quantitative 

research” (ibid, 103) 

Based on Ngai et al., (2015), there are numerous studies on social media and its effect on consumer 

attitude and behavior. Ngai et al., (2015) categorizes theories used by the studies under three groups 

of personal behavior theories, social behavior theories and mass communication theories. An overview 

of the literature, among those theories applied in social media research reveals Social Capital Theory 

(Burt, 1997) used in several studies (Chai & Kim, 2010; Chiu et al., 2006; Hau & Kim, 2011; Lu, Zhao, 

& Wang , 2010, Porter & Donthu, 2008; Nguyen, Yu, Melewar & Chen, 2015), as well as Technology 

Acceptance Model (Davis, Bagozzi & Warshaw, 1989), being used by some other studies (Hossain & 

de Silva, 2009; Hsu & Lin, 2008; Kwon & Wen, 2010; Steyn et al., 2010; Lacka & Chong, 2016) as two 

of the most popular theories applied to the social media research. However, this research starts with 

an exploratory approach, using no hypothesis for the adoption of social media, in order to inductively 

(Shepherd & Sutcliffe, 2011) find the strategies and mechanisms firms pursue in adopting social media. 

The goal of papers 1, 2, and 3 in applying grounded theory originates from the existing gap with regards 

to insufficient literature and guidelines on such practical uses. However, there is a shift towards a 

deductive research design and application of the theories in papers 4 and 5 of this thesis.  

By applying Social Capital Theory (French et al., 1959), one of the theories so far used by Wei (2009), 

and Gruber, Smerek, Thomas-Hunt, and James (2015) in knowledge sharing through social media 

(Ngai et al., 2015), paper 4 of this research focuses on different strategies of content sharing by B2B 

firms.  

Drawing on non-mediated power, this study attempts in testing the impact of information, expert, and 

referent power of the firm, on the target individual’s willingness to interact with the firm through social 

media.  
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Paper 4 of this research contributes to theory building or extension, by amalgamating Social Power 

Theory (French et al., 1959) and Resource Dependence Theory (Pfeffer & Salancik, 2003) within the 

social media content sharing by B2B firms. Resource dependence theory (Pfeffer & Salancik, 2003) 

emphasizes the importance of the firm’s effective manipulation of the external dependencies, through 

careful allocation of the critical resources. Resource dependence theory applies to this study, as the 

term “Gated-Content” in paper 4 is a form of imposed limitation for controlling the information 

sources by the firm. Such imposed limitation is aimed at maintaining a closer contact with the viewers 

of the content; resulting in facilitated interactions with the B2B firm on the social platforms and 

subsequently, in the real life communications. Similarly, Social Power Theory applies to this study as 

it emphasizes the power of the firm in controlling the target audience’s access to its shared content. 

The firm uses such control knowing the importance and the value of the content shared to the 

audience. This value may include information, reference or expert driven motives, which are all 

referred to by the non-mediated approach of Social Power Theory.    

The other contribution of this study to the theory building is adding co-creation (Prahalad & 

Ramaswamy, 2013) to the components of the non-mediated power, as a factor testing the target 

audience’s willingness to interact with the B2B firm. This way co-creation is introduced and integrated 

to the Social Power Theory as another motivational factor. A factor that can result in individual’s 

submission to the firm’s social power. Through this approach, the study can introduce and add one 

more element to the information, expert and referent power as the forming components of Social 

Power Theory within digital communications. Co-creation in addition to other three components of 

non-mediated social power can be considered as the determinants of the individual’s submission to 

the power imposed by the firm. While the three previous components of social power place the 

individuals in a receiver’s position being in need of information, co-creation of value can place them 

in a different position as the value contributors (Baron & Warnaby, 2011; Hoyer et al., 2010). This will 

affect the individual’s self-esteem, motivating them to take part in the activities gaining a sense of 

contribution or value (Jaakkola & Alexander, 2014), the term reflected on Maslow’s hierarchy of needs.  

Through a case study approach and assisted by the outcome of paper 3, paper 5 of this study applies 

Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) by Davis et al., (1989) to explore the benefit and challenges in 

http://journals.sagepub.com.focus.lib.kth.se/doi/10.1177/1094670514529187
http://journals.sagepub.com.focus.lib.kth.se/doi/10.1177/1094670514529187
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adoption proximity marketing through Bluetooth beacons in retail stores. A case study approach can 

be used for different purposes such as exploration, theory building, and theory testing or theory 

extension (Voss, Tsikriktsis, & Frohlich, 2002; Wacker, 2008). Factors introduced by TAM (Davis, 

1989) presented in Figure 3, as well as the components introduced in Figure 4 of this thesis will be 

drawn to explore the benefits, and challenges of adoption of proximity marketing through beacons. 

UTAUT (Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, & Davis, 2003) considered as a recent version of TAM, is built 

on the four key constructs of performance expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence, and 

facilitating conditions. However, TAM (Davis et al., 1989) was preferred in this paper for being drawn 

from simpler and more relevant constructs (Figure 3) to capture the intention of the retailers in 

adoption of proximity marketing. Based on Van Raaij and Schepers (2008), UTAUT’s constructs are 

derived from varieties of distinct items. Therefore, they can be overwhelming and difficult to be 

captured within the interviews of this study, particularly since paper 5 focuses on the retailers and not 

individuals. Moreover, considering the introductory stage this study is in, fulfilling the advanced 

constructs of UTAUT could affect the efficiency and the outcome of this study.  

Similar to the first three papers of this thesis, the ultimate goal of paper 5 is to explore the usage, 

benefit and challenges in adoption of a digital medium (Bluetooth beacons) within retail context. 

Consequently, the goal is to provide both guidelines for adoption of such technology for practitioners 

as well as avenues for further academic and empirical research.  

 

Figure 3: TAM (Davis et al., 1989) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_influence
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5. Summaries and Main Findings of the Appended Papers 

To explain the dimensions of the study more clearly, this thesis is divided into three sections. First, 

section 2 focuses on adoption strategies of social media into B2B firm’s communication channel 

through papers 1, 2, and 3. Next, section 3 focuses on the individuals and the target audience reached 

by the B2B firm directly through paper 4. Lastly and through paper 5, section 4 studies proximity 

marketing through using beacons as a new technology adopted in-store by retailer. Figure 2 depicts 

the structure of the study. 

 

Figure 2: The overall research theoretical framework of this thesis.  
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5.1. Paper 1 

“Social media technology adaptation in B2B – A case study”, published in International Association 

for Management of Technology (IAMOT) 2014 conference proceedings. WDC. USA. 

The paper addresses the two major points of social media adaptation and integration strategies by two 

cases among Swedish global corporations. It describes explored strategies used by the two B2B firms 

on how social platforms are integrated into other adopted marketing communication platforms. A case 

study methodology supported by a multi-method approach is used in the study.  

The findings demonstrate the global corporations’ strategies on social media adaptation, and the way 

they are utilized, in relation to the target group they wish to reach, and the content they wish to share. 

The study attempts to portray a picture of strategies in social media selection for communication 

purposes, and tries to explore and describe how the social platforms are integrated into the other 

marketing communication channels. It also tries to reveal the factors leading to the success or failure 

of social media adaptation into B2B firm’s communication.  

The empirical outcome of the research confirms the importance of social media as a communication 

channel to B2B corporations. The social media platforms chosen by the cases of the study were similar; 

however, the adaptation strategies were rather customized to the nature of the business, and the target 

groups the firms wish to approach. The study attempts to provide guidelines for academics to follow 

the research on social media adaptation path for B2B firms, by highlighting the fact that it is not the 

portrayed image of a social platform such as Facebook, which decides the right context for the tool, 

but the way it is utilized, and the identification of audience it targets. Moreover, the research attempts 

to create a positive influence on reducing the B2B practitioners’ ignorance on social media usage.    

The results of the study indicate that all two cases are actively pursuing the interaction with individuals, 

to communicate their ideas in advance, and receive feedback from their desired target group. The 

challenge and the main focus in nearly all targeted goals among the cases is commonly emerged as 

increasing the rate of audiences’ response, to harvest the rewards of social media in marketing 

communications.     
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5.2. Paper 2  

“Social Media as a Communication Channel in B2B – a Case Study”, published in Direct/Interactive 

Marketing Research Summit 2014 Conference proceedings, San Diego, CA. USA. 

Paper 1 and 2 are very close as they both use the same data coming from the same cases. Therefore, 

using a descriptive method and the same methodology as the previous paper, this study acts as an 

addendum completing and supporting paper 1. While paper 1 compares and describes the adaptation 

strategies undertaken by the two cases, paper 2 emphasizes on the benefits gained and challenges faced 

by choosing such types of communication channel. Paper 2 as an addendum of paper 1 is not a major 

paper of this thesis, but it only complements paper 1 by reflecting the benefits and challenges of the 

use of social media. 

The benefits of adaptation described in this paper are building and developing direct relationships with 

customers, increasing website traffic, creating communities, distributing content and collecting 

customer feedback. The paper refers to the B2B firms’ challenges of social media adaptation such as 

the external or internal negative word of mouth, leading to limitations in content control by the firm. 

Other challenges referred to in paper 2 are insufficiency of technical support, lack of training and 

differences in stakeholders’ online behavior.     

5.3. Paper 3  

“Adoption Strategies of Social Media in B2B: A Multiple Case Study Approach”, under review at 

Journal of Business and Industrial Marketing.  

The paper as a more advanced version of paper 1 and 2, encompasses all the data collected from the 

previous cases in addition to two more cases (two Swedish and two American multinational 

corporations). The data includes the social media adoption, as well as integration strategies into other 

marketing communication channels. Aided by an exploratory and descriptive multiple case study 

method, it focuses on categorizing the different methods firms may adopt, depending on the goals and 

target groups they seek, and content they share.  
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Fig 4 presented in section 7 of this thesis, as an outcome of papers 1, 2, and 3, illustrates the final 

proposed model for social media adoption and integration in marketing communication channels for 

B2B firms. It provides a visual representation of the mechanism of social media setting, when 

interaction with the audience in a B2B context is necessary.  First, in the “selection process”, the model 

presents the factors of the firm’s “goal” and target group, determining the content to be posted on 

social media platforms. Consequently, the depth and diversity of the content affect the social media 

platform decision and the sequence of the platforms through which the message should appear. Next, 

in the platform “adoption process”, the elements include the selection of the type of structure (flat or 

hierarchical), the presence of the moderator to facilitate the interaction, the type of information 

accessibility (public or gated), and the use of online communities. Finally, in the “integration process”, 

the social media channels can be integrated into other promotional channels, such as events or trade 

shows in this study, through ad-hoc or continuous methods. This also depends on the amount of the 

firm’s available resources, including human resources and, more specifically, moderators’ capability.   

5.4. Paper 4  

“B2B Social Media Interaction and Co-Creation with the Technology Consumers of the Future– The 

Case of 5G” under review at Information Systems Journal 

Built on the results of the previous papers, this study addresses the gap emerging from the results of 

paper 3 referring to the low social media interaction rate of the target audience sought by B2B firms. 

By interaction, the study refers to the feedback individuals leave as comments under the content shared 

by the firms on social media.  

Based on the findings of paper 3, two content sharing approaches adapted by B2B firms are Public vs. 

Gated-Content sharing. Using an experimental research design, and drawing on Social Power Theory 

(French, Raven & Cartwright, 1959) and Resource Dependence Theory (Pfeffer & Salancik, 2003), 

this study examines the effect of simple vs. detailed registration approach, on the target groups 

willingness to register (WTR) on the imposed gate by the firm, for accessing the content shared on 

social media. Another factor considered by the study is the impact of interest on WTR for those 

members of the groups exposed to the Gated-Content post. While WTR is considered a dependent 
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variable and an outcome behavior at this part, it is treated as an independent variable while measured 

against willingness to comment (WTC). Therefore, the study also tests the association between the 

target group’s WTR (IV) on the B2B firm’s shared content, and their WTC (DV) on the same post. 

Moreover, the study examines the different treatment groups’ WTC while they are exposed to a post 

publically shared, as opposed to the Gated-Content sharing.  

This study attempts to answer research question 2. Its salient contribution to the literature is on 

different types of content sharing on social media by B2B firms, in order to reach their target audience 

on social media, and develop a closer relationship with them aimed at co-creation (Prahalad & 

Ramaswamy, 2013). 

5.5. Paper 5  

"Benefits and challenges of proximity marketing through beacon technology adoption - an exploratory 

investigation in a retail context" under review at Journal of Retailing and Consumer Services 

Considering customer insight as a critical factor for retailers in the B2B supply chain, this paper intends 

to fill in the third gap emerged in this research, by studying proximity marketing through the adoption 

of digital channels of marketing by retailers. This study addresses the usage, benefits and challenges of 

proximity marketing through beacon technology adoption in the retail context. 

Proximity marketing as a communication method is getting more attention in practice and literature 

(Thamm & Anke, 2016). More specifically in retail context, digital marketing practices are heading 

towards proximity marketing in retail stores (Neely, 2013; Boidman, 2015; Isaac, 2016; Moore, 2016).  

On the other hand, based on recent studies of mobile marketing in retail context (Dudhane & 

Pitambare, 2015; Thamm & Anke, 2016; Berman, 2016) beacon technology has been used by retailers 

in proximity marketing for customer purchasing behavior analysis. Assisted by Bluetooth Low Energy 

(BLE) transmitters, the new technology facilitates acquiring customer insight through proximity 

marketing. Apart from paucity of literature in studying beacons in store from mobile marketing 

perspective, the initial analyses of reports, and case studies provided by practitioners reflect different 

perspectives on usability and benefits of the technology. While some reports regard the technology as 
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significantly useful in terms of assisting retailers in achieving customer’s preferences, others highlight 

challenges in fulfilling such objectives.  

Through applying Technology Acceptance Model (Davis, 1989), assisted by the outcomes of paper 3, 

this paper studies proximity marketing through the adoption of beacon technology. To achieve this 

goal, a case study developed through using the components of TAM (external variables, usefulness, 

usability, utility, intention to use and actual use) will be further discussed in this thesis.     

6. Methodology 

Does context matter in social media adoption? 

As mentioned through previous sections, the main problem addressed by this thesis stems from the 

context. The context of B2B firms have created many doubts among B2B marketers on social media 

suitability (Michaelidou et al., 2011; Järvinen & Taiminen, 2016), leading to the first question of this 

thesis. However, this question alone has opened an array of other questions, and their related gaps in 

the literature, part of which I have managed to address in this thesis.  

6.1. Method  

This study contributes to digital marketing literature within B2B supply chain through a mixed-method 

approach. A mix of qualitative and quantitative methods are employed, to achieve a more complete 

picture of the phenomenon under study (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004). The mixed-method 

approach adapted to this study consists the following designs, which will be discussed further 

throughout this section: 

1. Papers 1, 2, 3, and 5: Qualitative research design through case studies  

 Observations  

 Analysis of secondary data 

 Semi-structured and in-depth interviews 

2. Papers 4: Quantitative research design through an experiment 

 Surveys through online questionnaires 
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6.1.1. Case Study 

Considering the research problem chosen within the timeframe of this study, I regard this research as 

a longitudinal study starting from mid-2012, when paper 1 began in a relatively new era of social media 

adoption in the B2B context (Stake, 2000, pp. 435-454). At the beginning of this study, many B2B 

firms were reluctant in adoption of social media platforms. Consequently, there was not sufficient data 

available on the internet for content analysis, or a sample size big enough (Peers, 2006) for a 

quantitative research design through surveys. Therefore, the most efficient way of data collection was 

through exploratory and descriptive research designs conducted through case studies, and in-depth 

interviews (Yin, 2013). Another reason to choose such approach was the distinct and complex 

structure of the different businesses, demanding various platform adoption strategies, and a need for 

a deeper investigation to identify those strategies (Yin, 2013).  

Therefore, a multiple case study approach was chosen to explore differences between the cases and 

replicate the findings across. Because comparisons were drawn, careful selection of the cases was 

essential, so that similarities and differences could be identified across cases (Yin, 2013). The case study 

approach was selected based on several factors. (a) The focus of the study is to answer “how” and 

“why” questions. (b) No intention was made to manipulate the behavior of the subjects participating 

in the study. (c) The B2B context was the main factor to be covered by the study, as the research aimed 

to find out the relevance of the context to the phenomenon “social media adoption strategy”. (d) The 

boundaries between the phenomenon “social media adoption strategy” and the context “B2B” were 

not clear (Yin, 2013).  

The unit of analysis in this research was defined as “B2B multinational corporations” (papers 1, 2, & 

3). Multinationals were chosen over SMEs as they are less affected by cultural norms and influences. 

For instance, language is an important factor in online media communications. Unlike local companies 

having the tendency to communicate in their own language, choosing multinationals as cases for this 

research helps avoiding the language barriers, as multinationals have solved the language barriers by 

using English as their formal language. Additionally, local companies can be affected by their country’s 

social media platform preferences. For instance, the use of Twitter in Japan, The UK, South Africa, 
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India and Saudi Arabia is higher compared to many other countries (Business Insider, 2013). Such 

barriers are eliminated in multinational firms.  

Based on the mentioned reasons, papers 1, 2, 3, and 5 in this manuscript employ qualitative approach 

through case studies. Papers 1, 2, and 3 explore and describe the process of social media adoption in 

multinational B2B cases. Paper 1 and 2 study two cases, and paper 3 studies four cases. The studies 

attempt to picture the social media adoption strategies from firm’s perspective assisted by interviews 

and social media platform observations (Table 3).  

With regard to the cases used in paper 3, four multinational corporations, two headquartered in Sweden 

and two in the United States were chosen. However, the papers 1 and 2 only include two cases in 

Sweden. The choice of the two countries was based on their leading role in ICT and heavy automotive 

industries, and the selection of two companies in each country was in order to check for consistency 

within each country. The selected multinational corporations are among the top R&D-performing 

firms internationally (European Commission, 2016; Scania, 2015 making them able to provide the 

financial resources needed to invest on such platforms. Moreover, they are also advanced technology 

leaders in their related industry.  

Further criteria in selecting the cases included, but were not limited to, geographical accessibility and 

convenience, and the pace at which the firm adopted the social media. This was decided through 

having observed the firms during a two-year period before the study was conducted. The firms’ size 

(number of employees more than 40,000), frequency of interaction on the social media (minimum 5 

posts per week), and interaction on different social platforms constituted other motives. These factors 

resulted in choosing Ericsson. The same factors, in addition to a distinctive choice of product type, 

led to Scania to be chosen as the second case. The main reason in choosing an automotive 

manufacturer vs. ICT firms was to compare the strategies of product and service providers, while the 

automotive manufacturer presents a different product range. The other two cases (IBM and Oracle) 

were chosen based on the previous cases’ preferences, in order to maintain consistency with the earlier 

cases. 
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The method chosen for paper 5 is also a case study but based on the theory testing approach (Table 

3). Similar to papers 1, 2, and 3, paper 5 starts at the early stages of beacons’ adoption in the proximity 

marketing. This results in a fewer number of retail stores as cases engaged in the proximity marketing 

and the usage of beacons, among which some are at a concept testing phase. Nevertheless, I consider 

conducting the research on this subject useful at this stage, as it provides better insights and grounds 

for academics and the practitioners, in order to develop more effective adoption strategies in this area.  

Cases chosen for paper 5 are among Swedish and Australian retailers. The term retailer defined as  

“stores that offer a mix of merchandise and service” (Dabholkar, Thorpe, & Rentz, 1996) encompasses 

different types of offline and online businesses including department stores, merchandises, discount 

stores, supermarkets, warehouse stores, specialty stores, malls, e-tailers and dollar stores (MSG, 2017). 

The cases used in this study are among supermarkets, also called as food chains. Unlike the three first 

papers, the names of the cases in paper 5 may not be revealed due to confidentiality matters.       

6.1.2. Tools and Data Collection  

This section describes the methods of data collection through observation, analysis of secondary data 

and interviews conducted for case study papers of 1, 2, 3, and 5.  

6.1.2.1. Observations  

Data collection of papers 1, 2, and 3 was divided into two parts. The first part included extensive 

reading and ongoing observations of the cases’ websites, as well as their existing social media platforms 

for three years for paper 1 and 2, and four years for paper 3 starting from mid-2012. A comprehensive 

review performed determined how the firms’ social media have developed since the onset, including 

the types of posts and content inserted. The process initiated through checking the social platforms 

introduced at the cases’ homepages. Each introduced platform and its shared content was carefully 

reviewed quarterly, and the content type was recorded and coded accordingly. The shared content was 

categorized and coded (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) and cross-checked with the related criterion introduced 

by the interviewees for triangulation purposes. The content demonstrated subjects such as new 

technologies and developments, new product, official financial and environmental reports, invitation 

to competitions and events, employer branding etc. These topics were coherent with the criterion 
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extracted from the interviews. The observations also demonstrated some development and evolution 

of the platform adoption strategies of each case over time. The results were modified based on the 

ongoing changes observed. 

 

6.1.2.2. Analysis of secondary data 

The first part of data collection of paper 5 consisted of the analysis of secondary data through extensive 

reading of the online empirical reports, case studies, and articles issued on proximity marketing and 

Bluetooth beacons’ adoption in retail context. Since this study focuses on retail stores, and attempts 

to explore in-store proximity marketing adoption through Bluetooth beacons, the key words used to 

select the articles included: location based marketing, proximity marketing in retail context, Bluetooth 

beacons, as well as beacon technology usage, benefits and challenges. The text of chosen articles and 

reports was coded and analyzed based on the related keyword, and the extracted text was categorized 

against the components of TAM (Davis et al., 1989) to draw outcome. The findings of this method 

were cross-checked with the interview analysis results, and ultimately formed the factors including the 

benefits gained and challenges faced by the retailers in adoption of proximity marketing.  

6.1.2.3. Interviews  

The second part of data analysis in papers 1, 2, 3, and 5 consisted of semi-structured, in-depth 

interviews conducted with the top managers of the selected multinational firms that had adopted such 

platforms for proximity marketing. The interviewees were digital managers, strategists, the head of 

content management, and the communications managers, all holding key managerial posts globally or 

at the Nordic level (Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, and Sweden).  

The interviews took between 40 and 60 minutes each. To meet the reliability criteria, the interviews 

were recorded with permission, and transcribed afterward. Further, the transcriptions were categorized 

and coded (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) based on the components of the interview guide for all the different 

interviewees, in order to conduct within and between case comparisons. This way the similarities and 

differences were drawn, leading to a structured outcome reflected in the discussion and conclusion of 

each paper. Reliability was supported further through triangulation by cross checking of the interview 
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content with the relevant web and social media content obtained through observations and secondary 

data analysis. The criterion of choosing citations from the interviews was the degree to which the quote 

represented the research findings.    

The interviews followed an interview guide (Appendix 1) consisting questions addressing the following 

components for papers 1, 2, and 3: the firm’s goal for adoption of social media, the benefits and 

challenges of using social media, the roles of individuals targeted on social media, the elements essential 

in forming the firm’s social media adoption strategies, the social media platform integration strategies 

into the marketing communication channels. The components were driven from the proposed model 

reflected in paper 3.  

Similar interviews were used as the second and supplementary step in a multiple case study approach 

of paper 5. A series of interviews was conducted with the CEOs, marketing, and IT managers as well 

as digital marketing consultants involved in retail stores’ digital channel strategy. To fulfil the 

readability, same process of papers 1, 2, and 3 was applied to paper 5 interviews.   

The interviews of paper 5 follow the same specification as the previous papers in terms of timing and 

type of interviews. The interview guide (Appendix 3) followed different questions built on components 

of TAM (Davis et al., 1989) reflected in Figure 3, as well as the components demonstrated in Figure 

4, resulted from paper 3 of this thesis. More specifically, the interview guide (Appendix 3) was 

composed of questions addressing the following components: the initiation of proximity marketing 

and Bluetooth beacons’ usage in Australia and Sweden, types, goals, purposes, benefits and challenges 

of the usage, as well as the usefulness, and the ease of use (Davis et al., 1989). Attitude toward using 

and behavioral intention to use (ibid) were extracted from the responses indirectly, rather than being 

addressed through direct questions. Additionally, based on the results of paper 3, the interviewees were 

asked to reflect on the target groups sought, content type shared, shared-content’s accessibility, 

platforms integrated, and the structure used in adoption of beacons to fulfill mentioned goals in 

proximity marketing. Further, the effect of this adoption in retail context on other stakeholders 

including producers was explored.        
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The next part explains the utilized quantitative methodology, to examine target audience’s perspective 

through a survey, on social media content-sharing approaches adopted by the B2B firm. The overall 

framework of the thesis is represented in Figure 2.  

6.1.3. Experiment  

Paper 4 attempts to theorize the findings of paper 3, by testing some elements of the final model from 

the target audience’s perspective. The aim is to find how they perceive and respond to B2B firm’s 

communication approach, and if they are willing to interact and share their comments with the B2B 

firm (Table 3). To achieve this goal of testing the target audience’s willingness to interact with the B2B 

firm, an experimental study on interaction and co-creation though social media has been concluded. 

To conduct this experiment, three questionnaires were administered in the spring of 2016 to a sample 

of 120 respondents.  Questionnaires randomly assigned to the respondents of the three treatment 

groups, were designed centering on a LinkedIn post (Appendix 4), demonstrating a “5G Systems” 

related topic. The sample included the second and third-cycle university students and expert 

practitioners within IT, telecommunication or other engineering fields, all of them interested in 5G 

systems. This segment of respondents was chosen as the sample for two reasons. First, due to the need 

for the related information and scientific knowledge exchange with the firm. Second, exploring the 

needs of the target individuals, and receiving their feedback to facilitate a system development. 

The three different questionnaires consisted of two Gated-Content and one Public-Content formats. 

Two Gated-Content questionnaires were designed differently in term of complexity (more complex 

vs. simple registration), in which respondents needed to express their willingness to register in order 

to access the information (Appendix 5).  Public-Content questionnaire had no registration section and 

took the respondents directly to the comment section. All respondents including those who received 

either of the Gated-Content or the Public-Content questionnaires were directed to a section containing 

the questions to express their willingness to comment.  

Table 3 summarizes the purpose, method and the findings of each paper presented in this thesis. 
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 Paper 1 Paper 2 Paper 3 Paper 4 Paper 5 

Data Source  - 5 In-Depth 

Interviews  

- Observations 

- 5 In-Depth 

Interviews  

- Observations 

- 9 In-Depth 

Interviews  

- Observations 

- Survey through 

web-based 

questionnaires  

- 8 In-Depth 

Interviews  

- Analysis of 

Secondary Data 

Purpose Exploring social 
media adaptation 
and integration 
strategies for 
communication 
purposes in a B2B 
context. 

Benefits and 
challenges of 
using social 
media in a 
B2B context. 

Providing 
guidelines and 
propose a 
model on social 
media adoption 
strategies in a 
B2B context.  

To examine 
different 
approaches of 
content sharing 
on social media 
and their 
association with 
the audiences 
willingness to 
interact with 
the B2B firm 

Exploring the 
adoption of 
beacons in 
retail store.  

Method Qualitative  

Case Study 

Qualitative  

Case Study 

Qualitative  

Case Study 

Quantitative 

Experiment  

Qualitative  

Case Study 

Findings Social media 
selection and 
integration 
strategies are 
identified based on 
2 cases. 

Benefits and 
challenges of 
social media 
adoption was 
identified.  

Strategies of 
selection, 
adoption and 
integration of 
social media as 
well as the 
target group 
identified based 
on 4 cases. 
Final model 
introduced.  

Public and 
Gated- Content 
sharing 
approaches to 
be used for 
different goals 
and purposes.    

Different 
usages, 
benefit and 
challenges of 
adoption 
proximity 
marketing 
through 
beacons in 
retail context 
introduced. 

Answer to 

main RQs 

RQ1 RQ1 RQ1 RQ2 RQ3 

Contribution Introducing social 
media adaptation 
guidelines in the 
B2B context 
through grounded 
theory.  

Introducing 
benefits and 
challenges of 
using social 
media in the 
B2B context 
through 
grounded 
theory. 

Providing 
guidelines and 
proposing a 
final model in 
social media 
adoption 
strategies in 
B2B context 
through 
grounded 
theory. 

Introducing 
social media 
content sharing 
approaches and 
their effect in 
interaction and 
co-creation 
through theory 
extension.  

Introducing 
different in-
store usages, 
benefits and 
challenges of 
proximity 
marketing 
including 
technical, 
human factor, 
perception 
and resource.  

Table 3: Summary of the findings 
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7. Conclusion  

This section provides the answer to the research questions introduced in section 1, and summarizes 

findings, contributions, implications, limitations, and directions for future research.  

7.1. Answers to the Research Questions  

This thesis intends to explore the role of digital marketing within B2B supply chain context including 

B2B firms, retailers and end users. The research initially focuses on exploring B2B firms’ social media 

adoption strategies. Through papers 1, 2, and 3, this thesis has identified the strategies and approaches 

in adopting social platforms and identifying the target audience. The study has also sought to learn the 

firm’s social media integration strategies into other marketing communication channels. The thesis 

addresses those gaps through research question 1.   

 

Exploring B2B social media adoption strategies and the practical usage of such media has been unclear 

and ambiguous to the B2B marketers (Michaelidou et al., 2011) since the advent of these channels. 

The spillover effect of such ambiguity has embraced other constituents of the B2B supply chain, two 

of which addressed by this research include retailers and individuals as end users. The findings of paper 

3 highlights the need for further investigation on the B2B firm’s target group on social media. This 

thesis examines the firm’s content sharing approaches and provides guidelines for developing the firm-

individual interaction on social media in paper 4. The thesis addresses this gap through research 

question 2.  

 

Another constituent affected by such spillover are retailers and how they can maximize their benefit 

gained through digital marketing (paper 5). This concerns a medium, which can effectively enhance 

retailer-end user interaction through creating mutual values. This study is important in the current fast 

growing communication environment, which eliminates the barriers of interaction, enabling all 

constituents to interact with one another. In such situation B2B firm customer’s or retailers are not 

the only ones who can reach the end users. The use of proximity marketing through Bluetooth beacons 

has facilitated the flow of interaction from retailers to the segment of one. It has resulted in a better 

customer engagement, as well as boosting sales for both manufacturers and retailers. However, the 
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numerous benefits of such digital communication is accompanied with some hindering challenges. 

This research addresses such gap through research question 3.  

This section synthesizes the findings in order to answer the following research questions in the thesis: 

In answering research question 1: What elements are most essential in forming social media 

communication strategies in B2B multinational corporations? the following findings were proposed: 

Figure 4 is the final model suggested by paper 3, which responds to the call from Huotari et al. (2015) 

on introducing adoption mechanisms, and the call from Wang et al. (2016) on further research on use 

of social media in practice. Constructed on the preliminary proposed model in paper 3, the results 

obtained from interviews and observations demonstrated a range of similarities and differences in the 

approaches used by the four cases studied. The similarities and differences clustered under three parts, 

highlighted the processes of selection, adoption and integrations of social media undertaken by the 

cases, reflected in the final model (Figure 4). The first stage was defining goals, selected specific target 

groups in using social media and sharing relevant content matching the goal and the target group 

sought. The cases used similar approaches in selecting the platform and the content depth (Weinberg 

& Pehlivan, 2011) and diversity. At this stage of the selection process, the use of Facebook by all of 

the B2B cases revealed in the findings of paper 1 and 3, contradicted Palmer and Koenig-Lewis (2009) 

on suitability of social networks only to the B2C context. With respect to the adoption process, the 

approaches varied in setting the structure, content sharing, and use of online communities or 

moderators. The integration processes were less diverse and more limited to the length of the 

integration being ad-hoc or project based vs. continuous integration approaches. The arrows in Figure 

4 help visualization of the steps and stages of the connectivity of the elements. 

Compared to Michaelidou et al. (2011), the findings of paper 3 introduce different adoption goals 

including but not limited to: information sharing, thought leadership, customer loyalty, brand 

awareness, demand creation, relationship building and employer branding. Unlike Huotari et al. (2015), 

this study identifies more specific roles of the target groups sought by B2B firms as end-users, 

influencers, technical engineers, technologists, decision-makers, business-users, financial or market 

analysts, journalists, government officials, stakeholders, politicians, and municipality decision-makers. 
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Nearly all cases use the same portfolio of platforms including blogs, micro-blogs, social networks and 

online communities. However, the arrangement, structure and adoption of the platforms may vary 

depending on the depth and diversity of content shared, as well as information sharing approaches. 

Within this process firms may apply different content sharing approaches such as Public or Gated-

Content sharing.  The chosen approach mainly depends on the individuals they target, the 

communication goal they pursue, and the importance or the scarcity of the content shared. Further, as 

the last element of adoption strategies, online communities can enhance and strengthen relationship 

building. However, online community adoption demands more human and financial resources. Finally, 

to end the cycle, the integration approaches may differ based on ad-hoc and continuous integration 

strategies. Considering that in most cases, social media is integrated into events, and trade shows, the 

full integration of these platforms into all marketing communication channels, including advertising, 

promotion and personal selling is possible through providing more financial and human resources.      
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Figure 4: Paper 3’s final model of social media adoption and integration strategies for the B2B 

marketing communication channel. 

In answering research question 2: Does public vs. Gated Content sharing on social media affect the 

target audience’s willingness to interact with the B2B firm? the following findings were proposed: 

Based on the findings of paper 3, this research considers social media content sharing strategies as a 

part of social media’s overall adoption strategies. Through paper 4, the different approaches of Public 

vs. Gated-Content sharing were examined in terms of testing the target audience’s willingness to 

interact with the B2B firm. Figure 5 shows the proposed model, through which the study and the 

experiment are designed.   
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The findings show that there is an association between the individuals’ willingness to register on the 

B2B firm’s Gated-Content shared post on social media and their willingness to comment on the 

accessed post. Therefore, the findings confirm the claim of Brown and Lusch (1983) as non-mediated 

social power not only imposing no force on the target individuals, but also motivating them to 

cooperate more with the dominant firm.   

Furthermore, no significant difference was found in individuals’ WTR on the B2B firm’s shared 

content on social media, between those who were exposed to a detailed registration form (groups A), 

and the individuals exposed to the simple registration form (group B). This is not in-line with the 

assumption previously expressed by Galesic and Bosnjak, (2009) emphasizing on benefits of shorter 

questionnaires. It rather highlights the level of individual’s seriousness in effort put on the information 

sought (Coate, 2015). The study’s empirical investigation reveals that B2B firms can maintain the 

detailed registration on a Gated-Content sharing as an option for more important and less available 

information.   

The results do not show an association between the individuals’ interest in the related subject and their 

WTR on the shared content. Similarly, the findings do not support a significant difference in WTR 

based on components of non-mediated power, between two treatment groups A and B in terms of 

registration complexity. This contradicts Galesic and Bosnjak’s assumption on advantage of the 

shorter questionnaires over the longer ones (2009). The outcome reveals that contrary to Neely, (2013) 

and Galesic and Bosnjak (2009) emphasizing the shorter length of the forms (questionnaires) to be 

filled, individuals might be more flexible in sharing their information through gates, based on the 

importance of the content. This subsequently can lead into a better relationship building with the target 

audience, despite a higher risk of losing more content viewers.   

The study reveals no significant relationship identified between referent or expert power driven WTR 

and referent or expert power driven WTC respectively. However, there is a significant relationship 

between information power driven WTR and information power driven WTC, as well as a significant 

relationship between referent power driven WTR and co-creation driven WTC. This highlights the 

role of information power in gated-content exposure and its positive affect on information power 
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driven WTC (French et al., 1959 & Brown et al., 1983). Interestingly, the positive effect of referent 

power driven WTR on co-creation driven WTC highlights Stern and El-Ansary’s (1996) definition of 

referent power, as the target group willing to be closely associated with the dominant firm leading into 

a willingness for co-creation (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2013). However, no significant difference can 

be reported between three treatment groups (A, B and P) with respect to the components of non-

mediated power driven WTC (information, referent and expert) as well as co-creation driven WTC. 

The research reveals that individuals from either treatment group with willingness to register (WTR), 

are more inclined to comment on the firm’s shared content based on all three components of 

information, referent and expert power. Similarly, such willingness was extended to co-creation as a 

driver of willingness to comment.   

The findings do not show a significant difference in WTC, between groups exposed to Public-Content 

(group P) compared to Gated-Content (groups A and B). This can imply that the target group sought 

by a B2B firm has the tendency to invest time and information required by the firm for further 

relationship building. Similarly, marketers’ perception of the advantage of simplicity over complexity 

in providing information by the target audience (Galesic & Bosnjak, 2009) was not confirmed for those 

who were more interested in learning about the specific subject and willing to share their findings.  

Based on the findings it can be concluded that firms may use Gated-Content in situations including 

but not limited to relationship building, product development, ideation, lead generation and sales 

growth. Public-Content can be used more for information sharing, thought leadership or brand 

awareness.   
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Figure 5: The proposed model for content sharing on social media by B2B firms in paper 4   

In answering research question 3: What are the benefits and challenges in adoption of Bluetooth 

beacons for proximity marketing in retail stores? the following findings were proposed: 

The retailers’ main goals in adopting beacon technology for proximity marketing is to move from mass 

market messaging to a segment of one. Facilitated through using an app, the massages will be provided 

to the store visitors with tailored information based on their shopping and in-store behavior history 

(Thamm & Anke, 2016). First, apps combine the information received via beacons, next supported by 

a server-based platform connected to the cloud, location-based services will be provided to the visitors 

or customers.  

Improved information sharing and sales growth are the factors benefiting both suppliers and retailers 

through beacon technology adoption. Providing more detailed product information, better customer 

service through more efficient and faster services, boosting in-store sales, improving operational 

efficiency, cutting waiting or service times and queuing for order collection to improve the customer 

experience are among the benefits gained by retailer (Localz, 2016).   

There are three main ways of using Bluetooth beacons in-store. “Walk past” when offer is sent to the 

phone as the customer walks past the isle, “close tap” when the customer taps the phone on the 
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selected product to receive the information, and “long distance or walk in” when the visitors or 

customers receive instant offers while they enter the store.  

The main problem with the “walk past” is that the visitors might not receive the information or get 

the wrong information in case they do not have the phone in hand at that specific moment. In long 

distance or walk in case, when the customers walk into the store, they encourage themselves to check 

their phones for the offers. Even though the function was found useful, but did not result in a 

significant change in customer behavior. One reason could be that it was not compelling enough to 

turn the Bluetooth feature on. 

The findings indicate that despite the introduced advantages of using Bluetooth beacons for proximity 

marketing, still there is a slow adoption of this technology in retail context. Even though there are 

some successful use cases in proximity marketing through adoption of beacons, human factor and 

more specifically human behavior, adoption culture, as well as technical, perception, resource and 

managerial issues are mentioned as challenges hindering the use of proximity marketing through 

Bluetooth beacons.  

Provisioning of tailored information to a visitor (Biodman, 2015; Thamm & Anke, 2016) is subject to 

an exact waiting time to receive the information by the app. Moreover, a specific distance of defined 

range in which the phone can be reached by the beacon within a defined time determines the transfer 

of the correct information. This time and location sensitivity can create a challenge in transferring the 

right content or information to the customer or a visitor, which can result in an unsustainable usage 

benefit. Overall, a lack of sustained benefit for the visitors so far has resulted in a low sustainable usage 

of beacons in-store, which is partly caused by probability of delivering the wrong message or 

information to the end user.  

The comprehensive list of factors referred to as benefits and challenges explained in paper 5 in detail, 

are categorized under different components of TAM (Figure 3), can result in success or failure of the 

system use (TAM) in retail stores. 
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7.2. Research Contribution  

This research contributes in theory extension by amalgamating Social Power Theory (French et al., 

1959) and Resource Dependence Theory (Pfeffer & Salancik, 2003) within social media content 

sharing by B2B firms. By integrating resource dependency factor (Pfeffer & Salancik, 2003) to the 

components of non-mediated power including referent, information and expert power (French et al., 

1959), paper 4 examines the respondents’ willingness to interact through their willingness to register 

and willingness to comment on social media. Resource Dependence Theory is amalgamated to the 

Social Power Theory in this study through consideration of the Gated-Content as a form of imposed 

limitation or control of the sources of information by the dominant firm. Such imposed control is in 

exchange for maintaining a closer contact with the target audience, and consequently leading the 

readers towards a more active communication with the dominant firm on social platforms, and 

consequently real life communications.   

Furthermore, the study adds co-creation as a motivational factor affecting the individual’s self-esteem, 

to the components of non-mediated power. Thus, it examines the focal individuals’ willingness to 

interact, encouraged by their willingness to contribute to their subject of interest (Jaakkola 

& Alexander, 2014). This study is also in line with Prahalad & Ramaswamy (2013), in developing 

theoretical guidelines on co-creation of value with customers and engaging them through digital media. 

Additionally, paper 4 contributes in method by using an experimental research design within the 

concept of social media content sharing. Using an online questionnaire, the experiment attempts to 

examine and measure the approaches of three treatment groups exposed to a LinkedIn post (Appendix 

4). To support B2B social media adoption strategies further, paper 4 contributes by introducing two 

approaches of content sharing by B2B firms on social media (Public-Content vs. Gated-Content 

approach), which attempts in developing B2B social media communication.               

This research contributes in context through papers 1, 2 and 3. Social media research in B2B was 

mainly encouraged through a special issue introduced by Industrial Marketing Management in 2015, 

whereas the study of social media adoption strategies within this research initiated in 2012 when the 

number of social media studies dedicated to the B2B context was limited. Additionally, a few number 

of studies like Huotari et al., (2015) have addressed social media in B2B marketing communication. 
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However, Huotari et al., (2015) have emphasized B2B content creation as opposed to the practical 

mechanisms of adoption of social media focused in this research. This thesis has provided detailed 

theoretical guidelines on practical adoption of social media, through a comprehensive model (Figure 

4) to be used by B2B firms. Compared to Metz and Hemnann (2011) five-step model, Figure 4 

theoretically depicts several different elements of social media usage mechanism, identified and 

introduced in more detail and presented under three different processes. The model’s adaptability by 

different B2B firms is supported by the study through selecting different cases from different 

countries. The possibility of using different cases from two different countries enables the cross-

checking of the obtained data.    

Finally, by studying the constituents of the B2B supply chain, this thesis contributes in closing the gap 

in the literature on the adoption of proximity marketing through beacon technology by retailers. 

Through Technology Acceptance Model, paper 5 explores usage, benefit and challenges of adopting 

beacons in retail context. Furthermore, the study contributes to the theory through extending TAM 

(Davis, 1989) to the components of the final model introduced in paper 3 (Figure 4) of this thesis.   

7.3. Managerial Implications  

This thesis has several managerial contributions to digital marketing and digital media adoption 

strategies within the B2B supply chain.  

This research supports assertion by Michaelidou et al., (2011) on a growing interest in B2B sector on 

social media usage since 2010. An observation during a five-year study period of this research reveals 

that the B2B firms have extended their use of social media by utilizing its potentials for different goals. 

The results reveal that the adaptability of social platforms, not only depend on the type of industry 

(Michaelidou et al., 2011), but also the type of target group sought by a B2B firm. The findings refer 

to the social media’s effect on the vertical integration process, which facilitates the collaboration of the 

supplier and the retailer in reaching the end-user with a unified message (Rapp et al., 2013). This will 

create the opportunities of supplier – retailer integrated advertising or promotion to the end users. In 

terms of platform selection, the results reveal that different B2B firms can use all platforms. However, 

the only distinction comes from the way marketers arrange or prioritize the platforms’ communication 
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structure in terms of sharing the content. Social media communication for B2B firms should be viewed 

as a multi-layer strategy in which companies consider several factors, before choosing and posting any 

piece of information onto the platforms. B2B firms may also consider the type of target group they 

tend to communicate to, in addition to the content they share in selecting the right platform.    

Social media brings an opportunity to B2B companies, by allowing them to reach a larger target group, 

called “end-users” or influencers. Influencers are defined as those “who exhibit some combination of 

desirable attributes - whether personal attributes like credibility, expertise, or enthusiasm, or network 

attributes such as connectivity or centrality - that allows them to influence a disproportionately large 

number of others” (Bakshy, Hofman, Mason, & Watts, 2011, p.65). Interaction with end users or 

influencers can contribute to the company’s business growth by leading to open innovation, involving 

individuals in product or service development; an advantage that is often difficult to achieve by 

traditional media or promotional tools with more limited financial and human resources. 

To improve interaction with the target audience, one main factor is the content sharing approach. B2B 

firms can benefit from introducing a registration gate on their important (Moore, 2016), and rare (Isaac, 

2016) content to secure a closer relationship with the target audience. Previous research posits publicly 

shared content as a means of information sharing and brand building (Michaelidou et al., 2011). 

However, based on the findings, Gated-Content will assist B2B firms with relationship building as it 

imposes registration for content accessibility. By identifying and examining Public vs. Gated-Content 

sharing approaches on social media, this research has opened a new window to the concept of online 

content sharing. Even though paper 4 examined these approaches within social media, they can be 

extended further as a method to other digital media in the future, as long as content sharing with the 

target audience is concerned.           

Content accessibility through registration has been adopted not only by B2B firms, but also their 

customers. Retailers as B2B firms’ customers can also benefit from building a closer relationship with 

the end users through proximity marketing and adoption of Bluetooth beacons (Thamm & Anke, 

2016). Through using an app (Berman, 2016), enabling notifications and Bluetooth on their mobile 

phones, customers receive customized offers from retailers based on their purchase history. Suppliers 
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and retailers can gain opportunity to empower sales (Dudhane & Pitambare, 2015) through adoption 

of beacons technology. Proximity marketing through beacon technology not only benefits retailers in 

a one-to-one communication with the end users, but also assists both retailers and suppliers in 

customized information sharing. It also benefits suppliers as another mode of advertising for their 

products.  

Following the challenges of adoption resulted from the shortcomings of beacon technology stipulated 

in section 7.2., the results of this study relates the slow adoption of beacons to the retail managers’ 

perception of use of this technology (Davis, 1989). Since 2007 when the mobile marketing revolution 

truly happened (Kaplan, 2012), firms have attempted to integrate the digital channels into their 

traditional marketing communication channels (Mangold et al. 2009). As the shift towards digital 

marketing increases (Järvinen & Taiminen, 2016) more firms become willing to invest (Maddox, 2015) 

on digital channels to benefit from the efficiency, and the low cost solutions provided by such 

platforms (Phippen, Sheppard, & Furnell, 2004; Dale Wilson, 2010). Nevertheless, as technology is 

always evolving, in-store digital marketing appears to be moving from purely online solutions once 

more towards an integration with offline traditional marketing. Therefore, principals of marketing and 

physical aspects of “place”, (4Ps of Kotler & Zaltman, 1971) as well as timing are again coming to 

effect through the concept of proximity marketing.  

Such change again demands a transformation in the culture and approach of the marketers, from a 

mostly online oriented mindset towards integration with the offline factors. The offline factor for 

instance refers to the importance of the place or location in-store, which refers to the phone’s required 

distance from the beacon (Thamm & Anke, 2016). This is not only for a close tap to function correctly 

(section 7.2.), but also for tracking the individual’s preferences. Therefore, paper 5 of this research 

emphasizes the need and preference of the target individuals or end users, as a factor resulting in 

amalgamation of offline communication factors back into online and digital media communications. 

This fact will open a new array of research to academics and notifies the practitioners of revisiting 

their heavily focused online and mass communication approaches through digital media.     

http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy1.library.usyd.edu.au/science/article/pii/S001985011500139X#bb0380
http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy1.library.usyd.edu.au/science/article/pii/S001985011500139X#bb0455
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Meanwhile, paper 5 brings the need for behavioral change and cultural transformation of the end users 

to the retailers’ attention, as required factors to achieve before investing on adoption of such digital 

medium i.e. Bluetooth beacons in proximity marketing. Consequently, such transformation requires 

additional assets including human resources and financial investment. These resources will facilitate 

the new technology to be fully optimized, and help firms or retailers to move from mass 

communications to a segment of one. However, adoption of similar digital media without setting the 

behavioral pre-requisites in the society will result in a failure. Therefore, this thesis provides insight 

and sheds light on a demand for further research in the area of customer or end user’s behavioral 

change facilitating the adoption of proximity marketing in the future.  

7.4. Research Limitations and Suggested Future Research  

Similar to any other study, this research has a few limitations worth mentioning. The present findings 

on social media and Bluetooth beacons’ adoption strategies can shed new light on some adoption 

ambiguities emerged in digital and proximity marketing in the B2B supply chain. However, it is 

conceded that this research is by no means exhaustive and lacks findings for a more in-depth analysis 

or a broader scale. One methodology related limitation in this thesis is the interview results being 

affected by a degree of subjectivity. This limitation can be addressed by further research through 

objective examination of the same adoption approaches from the audiences’ point of view, or analysis 

of the content shared on social media.  

Another area of research not covered by this study is the effect of the firm’s industry environment on 

adoption of the digital media. More specifically, if any of the approaches taken by the competitors can 

affect the firm’s adoption strategies. Further research can focus on the relation between the adoption 

pace of social media in B2B and the type of business, or industry the firm is active in. With respect to 

the pace of the adoption, further studies can explore if the slow pace of digital media adoption is of 

any benefit to the B2B context. More precisely, if the B2B firm’s or retailer’s broad scope of financial, 

managerial and structural dimensions demanding high investment in technology related adoptions, can 

encourage a slower adoption approach instead of becoming an early adopter. Other question to 

address in this regard include if the slow pace of adoption in B2B only applies to social media or entails 
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other technologies. Further, a similar quantitative study on social media could focus on B2B SMEs as 

opposed to multinational firms, as well as on different managers’ perceptions (marketing 

communication, technical, and R&D) on digital media adoption strategies.  

Concerning Public and Gated-Content sharing, further studies can examine the quality of the 

comments or the feedbacks received from the target audience in each of the approaches. The findings 

on content sharing approaches of the B2B firms only analyze the responses of those whom are willing 

to interact. On the contrary, another similar in-depth study examining the negative responses of those 

unwilling to interact with the firm on social media is highly recommended. 

With respect to the proximity marketing and beacon technology, a more in-depth quantitative analysis 

focusing on the end users will supplement the findings of this study. Based on the findings, the slow 

adoption of beacons can be attributed to the lack of intention and interest by retailers to invest in the 

resources mentioned in section 7.2. Such lack of interest once more brings the first problem of this 

thesis to the surface, originating from the lack of interest in adoption of a technology. While a similar 

absence of interest and intention to use social media by B2B marketers motivated this research to 

focus on social media adoption strategies in the B2B context, this thesis ends with recommending 

adoption strategies of beacon technology for proximity marketing in retail context as future research.    
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